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The Best Services and Resources For Screenwriters
As Rated By Screenwriters

Why And How to Use This Reference

Dear Screenwriter,

The data is in on The Best Services And Resources For Screenwriters – As Rated
By Screenwriters!  It is based on survey responses by 555 working and aspiring movie and
TV screenwriters.

How This Reference Book Is Organized:

Each of the first six chapters (see the Table of Contents above) is exclusively dedicated
to a particular service screenwriters use.  All but Chapter 6 deal with services screenwriters
have to pay for.

Chapter 7 is a brief description of the contents of the newly updated valuable
reference book, The Best Script Analysts and Consultants As Rated By Screenwriters. 
This e-book on script analysts and consultants is published separately because it is its own
massive study, based on two sets of research data, compiled n 2011 and 2014. 

The reference book on script analysts is simply too big (over 300 pages) and too in-
depth to be included as a chapter in this e-book.  I offer a deep discount to buyers who
purchase both e-books.  If they had been published together as one e-book, the price
would have been equal to or higher than this discounted price for both.  So please don’t
complain about having to purchase them separately: you would pay the same or a higher
price if I’d lumped them together into one massive report.

Why You Need This Reference:

Screenwriters spend hundreds to thousands of dollars per year on educational
materials and courses and on contests and pitchfests. 

These resources are not “one size fits all.”  Even more important, screenwriters who
have used these services see strong, distinct differences in the quality and usefulness of
the services received.

This e-book provides guidance to the best of the best and the not-so-good, based
on what screenwriters themselves told us in a new survey.

So before you spend thousands on film school screenwriting courses, or hundreds
on a pitchfest or entering screenwriting contests, you should read what these 555 writers
have to say about them.

For Example, This Excerpt...What Writers Have Told Us About Screenplay Contests:

‘The wealth of notes not only of what needs work, but of what is working in your script is a
major bonus.”

“Really useful and valuable and encouraging feedback!!

“I enjoyed the resulting analyses and I think this is a good perk for a contest and will enter it
again if only for the free analyses. They were "right on" target.”



The coverage was the least detailed and lengthy of the three contests I have entered with“

feedback as well as the two coverage services I have used. The synopsis was incomplete.
The coverage made little sense, for instance listed POOR the dialogue of the script, that
received top marks from the other four sources. I looked hard for at least one thing that I
could take from it to improve the story. I'm not saying the story can't be, or doesn't need to
be improved. It does. But none of the coverage was helpful. Contest does a poor job of
keeping entrants informed of progress as contest progresses...”“

You will find hundreds of similarly useful critiques, as well as ratings, of other
services covered in this e-book.  

My goal is to help you to find the services which are the most useful to you  – and to
help you save money when and where you should not be spending it.

With those purposes in mind, some chapters also include my own commentary and
guidance based on my years running screenplay contests, supervising pitchfests, running
the world’s largest annual meeting on screenwriting, and responding to both kudos and the
far more frequent complaints of screenwriters about services received.

So read on – and write on!

About the Author And Publisher: See The Back Page 



Chapter 1:

Contests



Chapter 1: Best Screenplay Contests 
As Rated By Responding Screenwriters ... 

Asking writers to rate screenplay contests is asking for a lot.  In every contest,
80% to 95% of entrants receive nothing but feedback.  In some contests, including the
Nicholl Fellowships, sponsored by the Motion Picture Academy, 95% of entrants don’t
even receive that much.

On that basis, one would expect that overall, screenplay contests would receive
low scores on a survey.  

However, on the average, contests did OK in survey respondents’ views.  There
was little extreme adulation, but also not a huge swell of negative commentary.  Overall, 
contests were bunched fairly closely in the scoring.  On a scale of zero to 5, the top 11
receive average total scores between 3.09 and 3.90.  None truly soared above the
others high enough to reach 4.00 out of 5.00, and only a few were rated below 3.00.

There may also be undiscovered gold in the contest results.  I listed those with
fewer than five responses separately, below the main list.  Among these, at least five
stand out with high scores:

! The Happy Writers
! TrackingB
! Pilot Launch (Scriptchix)
! Writers Store Industry Insider Television Writing Contest
! California Film Awards

It is worth considering such less-known contests on the basis of low numbers of
entrants and high degree of professional attention your script should receive.

How The Contests Were Scored:

Survey respondents were asked to rate the screenwriting contests they had
entered on a scale of zero to 5 on these four criteria:

– Fairness And Quality of Judging
– Industry Access/Exposure The Contest Offers
– Feedback Given By Judges  (Enter zero if it gives none)
– Value Of The Prizes Overall

The fifth column of scores in the table below, titled “Overall Avg.,” is the average
of all the other scores for each contest, and the last column is the number of survey
responses for each contest.

Details About the Data and How It Was Tabulated:

I omitted seven responses from the tabulations.  All seven of these simply lacked
credibility.  They gave zero scores on every criterion listed above.

In addition, in their freehand comments, none of the seven gave any decent
rationale for “zero” scores on all four criteria.  

Four of the seven disqualified responses were “zero” scores on all criteria for the
Nicholl Fellowship and the Austin Film Festival.  While one can readily understand



Nicholl receiving a “zero” score for feedback* (since it gives none to most contestants),
it is simply not credible to say that either of these prominent contests deserves a zero
score for the value of their prizes, and especially not for the industry access they offer. 
Nicholl and Austin?  No industry access?  Wake up.

*Regarding Feedback:

Across the board, feedback drew the lowest rating of all criteria.  That is no
surprise to me as the former manager of multiple screenplay contests.  It is nearly
impossible to give feedback that most screenwriters will accept.  In my experience,
there are four kinds of feedback which often draw zero scores:

1. None, and deservedly so.  Again, the Nicholl Fellowships are guilty on this
score, offering nothing to most contestants.

2. Feedback about someone else’s script.  I’ve seen this on rare occasion from
my own contest judges...a very bad thing, also rightfully worthy of condemnation.

3. Judge feedback given in unnecessarily disparaging tones, even if accurate.  I
have fired judges for this behavior.  Now and then, some of my judges seemed to
ignore the fact that they weren’t reading scripts for producers, but for writers who had
paid for their comments.

4. Any feedback, even excellent feedback, which doesn’t sufficiently massage
the weak egos some writers have.

As a writer, what should you do about no feedback or feedback which seems
inappropriate?  I recommend:

–  POLITELY complain to contest management.  Flaming a contest manager
with a nasty email is among the stupidest career moves you can make.  But legitimate
complaints, expressed with a reasonable balance of disappointment and diplomacy, are
valuable feedback and help the contest to identify problems and improve.  And you
might just get a second opinion.

– Try a different contest.  

Regarding that #4 category:  In every contest I managed after I created a
feedback system, I received a small number of flaming, often profane, emails from
writers (almost all male).  Regardless of the tone, I investigated, reading the scripts and
the judges’ critiques.  Most of the time, I completely agreed with the judge’s
assessment.  

It’s difficult to accept criticism.  However, if you’re going to be a screenwriter, you
need to learn to accept rejections and critiques with grace.

Next pages: 

Table: Contest Rankings Overall
Table: Top Contests On Four Key Criteria



Contest           Fair-        Acc-          Feed-   Value   Overall         # of 

5 Or More Responses:           ness        ess           back         Avg      Resp.

Slamdance Screenwriting and Teleplay Competition 4.40 3.20 4.20 3.80 3.90 5

Storypros International Screenplay Competition 4.38 3.50 3.63 3.50 3.75 9

Writers On The Storm/Coverage Ink Contest 4.46 3.08 3.69 3.27 3.64 13

Page International Screenwriting Awards 3.88 3.53 2.98 3.74 3.55 61

Nicholl Fellowships 3.84 3.99 1.72 4.21 3.49 76

Austin Film Festival Screenwriting Awards 3.69 3.89 2.31 3.73 3.44 40

Fresh Voices Screenplay Competition 3.71 2.95 3.40 3.29 3.34 21

Blue Cat Screenplay Competition 3.44 2.94 3.41 3.28 3.28 41

Final Draft Big Break 3.54 4.19 1.30 3.74 3.26 27

Scriptapalooza International Screenwriting Competition 3.41 3.47 1.81 3.61 3.10 37

Writers Store Industry Insider Screenplay Contest 3.20 3.94 0.88 4.24 3.09 17

Scriptapalooza TV Writing Competition 3.09 3.09 2.09 3.36 2.91 11

Kairos Prize for Spiritually Uplifting Screenplays 3.80 3.25 0.60 3.80 2.84 6

Script Pipeline Screenwriting Competition 2.81 3.12 1.88 3.07 2.72 18

Hollywood Screenplay Contest 3.00 2.38 2.13 3.14 2.63 9

CineStory Screenwriting Awards 3.25 3.00 1.00 3.00 2.53 5

American Zoetrope Screenplay Contest 3.00 2.50 0.80 2.56 2.21 10

Fewer Than 5 Responses:   

The Happy Writers Working Writers Contest 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 2

TrackingB 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1

EPIC Author's e-book contest 5.00 4.00             N/A       N/A 4.50 1

Pilot Launch (Scriptchix) 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 4.50 1

Writers Store Industry Insider Television Writing Contest 4.00 4.00             N/A 5.00 4.33 2

California Film Awards 5.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 1

Read Your Screenplay             N/A 5.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 1

Emerging Screenwriters Screenplay Competition 4.00 4.00 2.67 4.67 3.83 3

Writers Store Screenplay Replay Contest 4.67 3.67 3.67 3.33 3.83 3

NYC midnight challenge 5.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.75 1

Creative World Awards 5.00 3.67 2.67 3.33 3.67 3

Virginia Screenwriters Competition 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.50 1

America's Newest Scriptwriter             N/A 5.00 0.00 5.00 3.33 1

Cinequest 4.00 3.00             N/A 3.00 3.33 1

Greenlight Crowdfunding 5.00         N/A 0.00 5.00 3.33 1

People's Pilot (TV Writer) 4.00 3.00             N/A 3.00 3.33 1

Amazon Studios 3.50 2.50 2.50 4.50 3.25 2

Filmmakers American Gem Short Screenplay Competition 5.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 3.25 1

Gotham Screen Screenwriting Contest 5.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 3.25 1

Just Effin Entertain Me 4.00 5.00 0.00 4.00 3.25 1

L.A. Short Comedy Festival 5.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 3.25 1

Nickelodeon Screenwriting Fellowship 4.00 4.00 0.00 5.00 3.25 1

Screenwriting Goldmine 5.00 3.50 0.00 3.00 3.00 2

WorldFest 5.00 1.50 2.50 3.00 3.00 2

Bankable Script 3.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 1

Hollywoodscript.com Monthly Contest 3.00 5.00 0.00 4.00 3.00 1

Redinkworks 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.00 3.00 1

Moondance Film Festival 5.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 2.75 1

Broadcasters Education Association 4.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.50 1

LA Femme Film Festival 3.00 4.00 0.00 3.00 2.50 1

Sundance Institute Screenwriters Lab 3.50 2.00 0.50 3.50 2.38 2

Chicago Screenwriters Network             N/A 3.00 0.00 4.00 2.33 1

Table Read My Screenplay Contest 3.00 3.00 0.00 3.00 2.25 1

Kids First! 5.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 1

New York Screenwriting Contest 3.00 1.00 0.00       N/A 1.33 1

One in Ten Screenplay Contest 2.50 1.00 0.00 0.50 1.00 2

Writers' Room (Screen Queensland)             N/A 2.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1



Highest-Rated Contests On Four Key Criteria:
      ●  Feedback

      ●  Fairness

      ●  Industry Access

      ●  Value of Prizes

Highest-Rated Contests On Feedback*

(Zero to 5 scale; three or more reviews.)

*Caution: ratings on feedback can be slippery; my own experience as a contest

manager is that some writers just can't take criticism and will give a contest a 

low score for great feedback.   So a "2' score might well be actually a "5" if viewed 

objectively.

Contest      Feedback       # of resp

Slamdance Screenwriting and Teleplay Competition 4.20 5

Writers On The Storm/Coverage Ink Contest 3.69 13

Writers Store Screenplay Replay Contest 3.67 3

Storypros International Screenplay Competition 3.63 9

Blue Cat Screenplay Competition 3.41 41

Fresh Voices Screenplay Competition 3.40 21

Page International Screenwriting Awards 2.98 61

Creative World Awards 2.67 3

Emerging Screenwriters Screenplay Competition 2.67 3

Austin Film Festival Screenwriting Awards 2.31 40

Hollywood Screenplay Contest 2.13 9

Scriptapalooza TV Writing Competition 2.09 11

Highest-Rated Contests On Fairness of the Judging

(zero to 5 scale; 3 or more reviews)

Contest       Fairness      # of resp

Creative World Awards 5.00 3

Writers Store Screenplay Replay Contest 4.67 3

Writers On The Storm/Coverage Ink Contest 4.46 13

Slamdance Screenwriting and Teleplay Competition 4.40 5

Storypros International Screenplay Competition 4.38 9

Emerging Screenwriters Screenplay Competition 4.00 3

Page International Screenwriting Awards 3.88 61

Nicholl Fellowships 3.84 76

Kairos Prize for Spiritually Uplifting Screenplays 3.80 6

Fresh Voices Screenplay Competition 3.71 21

Austin Film Festival Screenwriting Awards 3.69 40

Final Draft Big Break 3.54 27

Blue Cat Screenplay Competition 3.44 41

Scriptapalooza International Screenwriting Competition 3.41 37

CineStory Screenwriting Awards 3.25 5

Writers Store Industry Insider Screenplay Contest 3.20 17

Scriptapalooza TV Writing Competition 3.09 11

American Zoetrope Screenplay Contest 3.00 10

Hollywood Screenplay Contest 3.00 9



Highest-Rated Contests On Access To The Industry

(Zero to 5 scale; three or more reviews.)

Contest        Access      # of resp

Final Draft Big Break 4.19 27

Emerging Screenwriters Screenplay Competition 4.00 3

Nicholl Fellowships 3.99 76

Writers Store Industry Insider Screenplay Contest 3.94 17

Austin Film Festival Screenwriting Awards 3.89 40

Creative World Awards 3.67 3

Writers Store Screenplay Replay Contest 3.67 3

Page International Screenwriting Awards 3.53 61

Storypros International Screenplay Competition 3.50 9

Scriptapalooza International Screenwriting Competition 3.47 37

Kairos Prize for Spiritually Uplifting Screenplays 3.25 6

Slamdance Screenwriting and Teleplay Competition 3.20 5

Script Pipeline Screenwriting Competition 3.12 18

Scriptapalooza TV Writing Competition 3.09 11

Writers On The Storm/Coverage Ink Contest 3.08 13

CineStory Screenwriting Awards 3.00 5

Fresh Voices Screenplay Competition 2.95 21

Blue Cat Screenplay Competition 2.94 41

Highest-Reated Contests On Value of Prizes
(Zero to 5 scale; three or more reviews.)

Contest Prize # of resp

Value

Emerging Screenwriters Screenplay Competition 4.67 3

Writers Store Industry Insider Screenplay Contest 4.24 17

Nicholl Fellowships 4.21 76

Kairos Prize for Spiritually Uplifting Screenplays 3.80 6

Slamdance Screenwriting and Teleplay Competition 3.80 5

Final Draft Big Break 3.74 27

Page International Screenwriting Awards 3.74 61

Austin Film Festival Screenwriting Awards 3.73 40

Scriptapalooza International Screenwriting Competition 3.61 37

Storypros International Screenplay Competition 3.50 9

Scriptapalooza TV Writing Competition 3.36 11

Creative World Awards 3.33 3

Writers Store Screenplay Replay Contest 3.33 3

Fresh Voices Screenplay Competition 3.29 21

Blue Cat Screenplay Competition 3.28 41

Writers On The Storm/Coverage Ink Contest 3.27 13

Hollywood Screenplay Contest 3.14 9

Script Pipeline Screenwriting Competition 3.07 18

CineStory Screenwriting Awards 3.00 5



Contest Placed
1

Comments

Amazon Studios N/A I've yet to see any screenplay that is
optioned be made into a full-fledged big-
budget film thru Warner Bros like it
promises. They claim to be developing TV
series however.

^^^
2

N/A With the arguable exception of the
Nicholl Amazon was the best contest
offered in the past two years -- in
terms of prizes and development
opportunity offered to writers breaking
in to the industry.

American
Zoetrope
Screenplay
Contest

N/A I liked the connection with Francis Ford
Coppola and his films. It was also extremely
easy to enter

^^^ N/A No acknowledgement that they received my
script upon entry; no updates of any kind.

^^^ N/A Want more feedback

^^^ Finalist Very fair

^^^ N/A Feedback is given by other users of the site
but not by the judges.

^^^ N/A seems fair but no feedback or explanation of
what a winning script looks like

America's Newest
Scriptwriter
contest

N/A Direct access to star and production company

Austin Film
Festival
Screenwriting
Awards

N/A It would be nice to know what round your
script made it into even if it was rejected
the first round.

^^^ N/A It's one of the top 3 to enter.

^^^ N/A Way too many contestants to have them all
READ by legitimate readers.

3

^^^ Finalist It was fair

^^^ N/A Applies directly to writing specifically.

^^^ N/A Austin has really grown in prestige over the
years but now it is so huge they had 8600
scripts entered in their contests this year.
So its getting harder than hard to place in
the top 25.



^^^ N/A Austin is a professionally run competition
and festival. I highly recommend it.

^^^ N/A Clearly run by people who care; good useful
notes; tied into the film festival in a
useful way for participants who make at
least the second round

^^^ N/A Feedback was minimal

^^^ N/A Great contest.  Only second to Nicholl.

^^^ N/A Helps networking

^^^ N/A Highly regarded and readers that care.

^^^ N/A I entered this year and was pleasantly
surprised of how well the feedback was. I
totally agreed with the suggestions! And the
winners get tons of exposure at the Film
festival. It's not just a Contest it is an
entry to productions.

^^^ N/A Judging process is not disclosed so no way
to determine fairness.  Austin should be
more transparent and guarantee at least two
reads and give at least a sentence or two of
constructive feedback along with a numerical
score for comparison to other entries.

^^^ N/A No feedback was given except for a letter
that I didn't win.

^^^ N/A Still waiting for my notes but their
coverage is high quality and a good value.

^^^ N/A They did indicate feedback would be
forthcoming but haven't received it as of
this survey.

^^^ N/A They don't read every script entered.***  

^^^ N/A Want better feedback

^^^ N/A Want better feedback

^^^ N/A Want more feedback.

^^^ N/A With no feedback provided one cannot
determine the fairness and quality of
judging.

^^^ N/A I like that those making it to the second
round and up have special sessions with
industry professionals at the conference and
get a discount on the conference  (although
I can't attend the conference I think it
would have been incredibly beneficial to h



^^^ Quarterfinalist Great intensive feedback for all Second
Rounders and above (which I was).  And
wonderful publicity for all those who are
Second Rounders or above at their Film
Festival.  Also special meetings for Second
Rounders and above at the Film Festival.

^^^ Quarterfinalist I'm actually in the middle of the process at
present. I made it to the second round
(which is the equivilent of quarter-finals.)
I'm going to the AFF in two weeks to attend
the events they reserve for 2nd rounders.

^^^ Quarterfinalist My concern is with the readers.  The notes
from two of the readers suggest that they
have had no professional experience as
readers and have taken a beginners course or
screenwriting at the most using antiquated
so-called 'rules of screenwriting' that no
industry professional follows.  For a
contest of this caliber I expect more
professionalism.  

4

^^^ Quarterfinalist Pretty hilarious for all the wrong reasons
when a writer receives a single letter that
says BOTH that you made the first round (top
10%) and in the same paragraph is told you
were ~eliminated~ from the next round. 
Success combined with failure in the same
opening paragraph.  This was all perhaps to
save the cost of a paper and stamp?  Much
better to separate the notice into stages by
simply using email if it's a hard-copy
letter thing.  And several writers I know
all thought that was really bad form.

^^^ Quarterfinalist The contest coordinator informs the
semifinalists and finalists via phone - a
rare personal touch in the world of
contests.  Plus placing in the contest
brings with it special opportunities at
their wonderful screenwriting conference.  I
sense a real dedication...

^^^ Quarterfinalist While I only made 1/4 finals this contest is
highly prestigious everyone knows about it
and that looks great on a resume.  What's
very very nice is the contest not only sends
you a hard copy letter and an email but they
CALL YOU in person!!! 

^^^ Semifinalist Great professionals at the festival special
access for those who place high enough in
the contest

^^^ Semifinalist Second rounder - have yet to receive
feedback



Bankable Script Semifinalist The contest offered reduced rate notes from
separate readers - quite broad but still
useful. The process is a little slow - the
contest is building up to a thousand entries
and judges them in batches of 100 - but this
has the added advantage that the contest is
always open to submission. The judging
process could be clearer - not sure how the
semi-finalists are whittled down and how
many more reads / stages are to come after
semi-final shortlisting

Blue Cat
Screenplay
Competition

N/A I liked the fact that Blue Cat gives notes
on every script entered.

^^^ N/A The feedback is very valuable. Their readers
are better than most.

^^^ N/A This is a great contest to receive+
+ recognition for your work or even if you
are a new screenwriter and just looking for
some good advice.

^^^ N/A Very good feedback on how I need to improve
the script

^^^ N/A Bring down the coost to allow people to take
the feedback option.

^^^ N/A Broaden the types of scripts sought for the
contest. Don't just focus on indie dramas or
comedies.

^^^ N/A Comments were vague; response was slow

^^^ N/A Contest seemed fair. feedback good.

^^^ N/A Feedback had misspellings in it.

^^^ N/A I entered a short script and received
excellent notes from 2 different readers.

^^^ N/A I like Bluecat offering feedback from 2
readers - usually accurate feedback.  While
I did not win it in 2012 I have reentered
for 2013.  Contest is very well managed.

^^^ N/A It was easy to enter not expensive and the
notes were valuable

^^^ N/A Love the feedback and love the opportunities
to resbumit.

^^^ N/A Love the feedback.

^^^ N/A Needs better readers



^^^ N/A The feedback seemed harsh but then I was new
at submitting. Writers should be prepared
for in-your-face comments.

^^^ N/A The quality of the feedback is very good and
presented in a manner that is respectful and
helpful to the writer.

^^^ N/A The readers are not good.  comedies have
virtually no chance because most readers
cannot evaluate comedy.

^^^ N/A They read your entire screenplay and give
you 2 sets of reader feedback. Much better
than any other competition.

^^^ N/A This is probably the best contest I've
offered. For the entrance fee you get TWO
bits of rather in depth coverage back. One
of the premier contests though with such a
huge winning prize I would like to see the
winners broken up into genre.

^^^ N/A Worst and most amateurish contest I have
ever entered. It was obvious -- to me anyway
-- the reader providing feedback didn't
fully read or understand my script.

^^^ N/A Would be better if scripts of semi-finalists
up were sent to interested managers and
producers.

^^^ N/A I enjoyed the resulting analyses and I think
this is a good perk for a contest and will
enter it again if only for the free
analyses.  They were ~right on~ target.  I'd
like to be able to read finalists' scripts
but I'm guessing that ain't gonna happen!

^^^ Quarterfinalist Ensure the quality and fairness of the
review and the reviewer. I entered a Fantasy
screenplay this year and while one review
was excellent the second was written by
someone who professed to not like the genre
and continued to write a useless review
which was of no value to me whatsoever.

^^^ Semifinalist The contest readers are often extremely
insightful. Wish that could be said of the
person who teaches their workshops who is
neither a careful reader nor an encouraging
guide. But the contest he created and the
feedback process where two readers comment
is really valuable for emerging writers.



^^^ Semifinalist The wealth of notes not only of what needs
work but of what is working in your script
is a major bonus. It would be nice to know
where your script ranks not in the
competition running but perhaps a percentage
value pertaining to the quality of the
writing/concept.

^^^ Semifinalist They sent me detailed notes which were very
useful.

Chicago
Screenwriters
Network

Semifinalist Only open to residents of the mid west with
certain exceptions for students etc.

CineStory
Screenwriting
Awards

N/A More connections to the industry would be
great

^^^ N/A I found the notes useful. It seems they
actually read the screenplay properly and
not just skimmed over it (so much feedback
betrays the fact they weren't concentrating
while they read!)

^^^ Semifinalist This is a unique contest because it offers
an opportunity to attend Cinestory's retreat
and work with producers managers and other
writers.

Creative World
Awards

Finalist Professional feedback given.

^^^ Semifinalist Was always kept up to date as to progress of
judging. Extensive encouragement offered.

Emerging
Screenwriters
Screenplay
Competition

N/A Could take a little less time to announce
winners.

EPIC Author's e-
book contest

N/A I don't enter contests very often but think
they are great when handled well.  I hate
contests where the authors or screenwriters
beg all their friends to vote for them.

Final Draft Big
Break

N/A Any specific feedback would be very helpful
for the writer.

^^^ N/A Could use some feedback or hints.

^^^ N/A I liked it because the prize package was
useful and the contest was easy to enter



^^^ N/A I was the one where you have a logline and
must develop the first 15 pages to get
through. Tough competition I suspect but I
got a great film started because of it :)

^^^ N/A Maybe next year I'll make the finalists pool

^^^ N/A Scores from judges as well as background of
judge.

^^^ N/A Feedback.

^^^ N/A I felt it was better than the Page contest.

^^^ N/A It's the best!!

^^^ N/A Ok nothing outstanding to it

^^^ N/A Recognized contest.

^^^ N/A The judging in contests are so fickle. I
sent a script that has four LA producer
~recommends~ and a former winner of the
contest said my script is better than the
one he won it with yet the script didn't
even make the top 250 cut. Disappointing!

^^^ N/A They offered no feedback or even an email to
inform me that I had not advanced.

^^^ Quarterfinalist The kind of thing that if you place high
gives great exposure. Getting only to the
quarters as I did means no direct help or
contact - but the name counts for something
if you use it to publicise yourself.

^^^ Quarterfinalist This was my first contest so it seemed to
meet my expectations. Think it was good and
well managed

^^^ Semifinalist Would have liked any feedback.

Fresh Voices
Screenplay
Competition

N/A Feedback was quick and very detailed.

^^^ N/A I submitted my entry early to receive
feedback and an opportunity to rewrite and
resubmit my entry. I received the feedback
quite late into the competition and when I
queried whether or not I could rewrite and
resubmit I was dismissed.

^^^ N/A Feedback is quite detailed. Not very
expensive



^^^ N/A Feedback suggested the reader gave the
script a cursory view.  For example
mentioning a character by a wrong (not in
the script) name.

^^^ N/A For the price of admission you automatically
get coverage back on the script. While most
contests only provide a little line of
feedback this contest provided a great
scoring chart and a whole page of feedback.
I was pleasantly surprised and would enter

^^^ N/A Fresh Voices doesn't give feedback but its
track record is on par with other
competitions in choosing quality material.
It also recognizes the top 100 finalists
giving more writers an opportunity to feel
confident about their writing.
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^^^ N/A Get better judges

^^^ N/A Good feedback that analyzes every aspect of
your submission.

^^^ N/A Not sure how this contest is viewed in the
industry.

^^^ N/A One can place in top 3 and still not get any
production companies to read the screenplay
if it's not what they are looking for.

^^^ N/A The quality of the feedback is very good and
presented in a manner that is respectful and
helpful to the writer.

^^^ N/A Want better prizes

^^^ Quarterfinalist I scored an 85 for my first feature length
script and made Quarter finalist out of over
2000 submissions. I was ecstatic I was
elated. For the first time in my career I
had someone who should know telling me that
I  was good. I never attended film school.
This was the first time I had gotten any
major/ professional feedback. Also the
comments were accurate  insightful and
useful.

^^^ Semifinalist It is stated that material receiving a
~strong recommend~ or a 16 Point Evaluation
score 144/160 (90%) or higher that material
is considered for industry promotion. My
script exceeded 90% yet I never received any
information about this or any further
contact from the company even when I
emailed. TV only have 1st and 2nd place and
prizes are not as extensive as screenplay.



^^^ Semifinalist The feedback was very helpful. Some other
contests just give vague opinions.

Happy Writer's
Contest

N/A This isn't a typical contest in that it's
run by people with connection to producers
and an understanding of the type of material
that they are looking for.

Hollywood
Screenplay
Contest

Finalist Great party for winners and finalists.

^^^ Finalist The feedback was excellent. I liked that
there is an awards ceremony for finalists
similar to Austin giving finalists a chance
to meet with industry professionals.

^^^ N/A A score would be nice with a comment or two
w/o forking over more money.

^^^ N/A good overall response from judges

^^^ N/A I found this contest not constructive.  The
reader said he hated my screenplay from page
one and trashed the whole thing without one
comment that would help to improve it.  I
wrote them an e-mail that they were in
violation of their mission statement.

^^^ N/A It was fabulous. I'd separate the finalists
results from announcing winners.

^^^ N/A Want better prizes

Hollywoodscript.c
om Monthly
Contest

N/A Quicker response would have been
appreciated. In all cases having written and
submitted a script with an entry fee to a
contest it would seem appropriate to receive
even basic notes - since the reader
apparently makes them anyway.

Just Effin
Entertain Me

N/A Little known well connected

Kairos Prize for
Spiritually
Uplifting
Screenplays

Finalist Contest was created to foster creation and
acknowledgement of faith-based and family-
oriented entertainment by new writers. 
Recently expanded to include established
writers.

^^^ Finalist Would have liked more feedback from the
judges.

^^^ N/A They should at least let a person know if
they receive their script.

^^^ Semifinalist This is a well known and well respected
contest in the faith-based community.



Kids First! N/A They list the winners on their website but
it is difficult to find. Should have more
industry exposure for winners.

L.A. Short Comedy
Festival

Finalist Well run festival.

LA Femme Film
Festival

Third overall I like the way everyone who entered was
given 2 free passes to the whole festival;
some of the panel discussions were excellent
- as good/better than big events like
Screenwriters World. And because it was
quite small and select it was very tailored
and I felt helpful. And the people on the
panels were very accesible again because it
was so small. I've rated in the middle for
how fair the judging was as I've no idea -
didn't see any other scripts. But I know the
organiser read all 10 finalists and
complimented me on mine.

Moondance Film
Festival

N/A More exposure to winners.

Nicholl
Fellowships

N/A Could use some feedback or hints.

^^^ N/A Feedback would be helpful

^^^ N/A Feedback would be nice

^^^ N/A Feedback would be nice

^^^ N/A Heard it is a top contest.

^^^ N/A I did not advance but instead of a regular
form rejection I received a rejection that
told me where I placed and that basically I
was in the high percentage of people who
almost made it to the next round. That was
extremely encouraging and forced me to look
at my script and see what it was missing
that could have propelled me forward.

^^^ N/A I received a kind note from the person
running the contest. He told me that my
script was in the top 15% of over 6000
entries. I really appreciated that and still
have the letter. A friend of mine had two
scripts in the same year that made it to the
fina

^^^ N/A I've been entering the Nicholl every since I
started writing screenplays and this year
was the first year I actually received a
~nice note~ at the bottom of my dink letter. 
And I'm happy about it!



^^^ N/A More scoring feedback

^^^ N/A Nicholl is fine.

^^^ N/A One of the top three to enter.

^^^ N/A Seemed like it was very professionally
managed/legitimate.

^^^ N/A The Nicholl Fellowship was a first
screenplay attempt.  It was the start.

^^^ N/A Well obviously the Nichols is the most
respected screenwriting competition with the
biggest upside. I didn't enter the right
script so I missed out. I would have entered
this year but hadn't finished the script I
would have liked to have entered.

^^^ N/A A score would be nice with a note or two w/o
forking over more money.

^^^ N/A Best of the best

^^^ N/A Best of the best IMHO

^^^ N/A Better feedback

^^^ N/A Conceded as the top but your script must be
a ~worthy~ project.

^^^ N/A Could improve by providing reader feedback
to all entries

^^^ N/A even though I didn't place they let me know
that I had finished in the top 20%. I
appreciated their communication and
encouragement.

^^^ N/A Excellent contest that's great for first-
time screenwriters.

^^^ N/A Fairest. Good exposure.

^^^ N/A Feedback had misspellings in it.

^^^ N/A Great daily updates on Facebook page.
Learned a lot of tips just from the reader
response to other scripts.

^^^ N/A Great reputation.

^^^ N/A Great!

^^^ N/A Head and tails above all other screenwriting
contests.



^^^ N/A I saw part of my screenplay action in the
movie called ~SUPER 8~. The train wreck was
my idea but the wreck did not create a sink
hole of 100 yard foot hole. I was called by
some of my friends and noted on FACE BOOK
about the part. EDITOR'S NOTE: Train wrecks have
actually been done in the movies before your script.

^^^ N/A I think screenwriters should understand
there is a huge difference between writing a
contest winner and writing material that is
suitable for production but reaching even
the semi-finals in Nicholl will get you
attention.

^^^ N/A I was Quarterfinalist. I didn't make the
next round but this told me that I still
needed to do some work but was exciting to
be the top 350 screenplays out of 7500...
Also my Screenplay was shipped to 200 agents
and Production Cos which is exciting e

^^^ N/A It is already too far gone to bring back any
legitamacy to it. There are just too many
people sending in scripts and not enough
genuine talent to spot real scripts.   
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^^^ N/A most notable

^^^ N/A Nicholl is a great opportunity but doesn't
offer much for the developing writer.

^^^ N/A Nicholl says every script gets at least two
reads which is great but does not give
feedback to most entrants and only gives
rough estimates of rankings to the upper
third of entries.  Why not give every
entrant at least a sentence or two of
constructiv

^^^ N/A Nicholl was a dud.

^^^ N/A Other comments

^^^ N/A Other contests promise things that don't
necessarily eventuate.

^^^ N/A Pleased with response

^^^ N/A So little chance of winning against so many
entrants.  So easy to have a good script
overlooked.  Industry access might be great
for those who win but not for me.

^^^ N/A The Gold Standard of contests. The one that
will open doors by its mere mention. Well-
run and respected. Even the rejection
letters are encouraging.



^^^ N/A The readers are not good.

^^^ N/A They are very encouraging to writers

^^^ N/A They take their time deliberating but the
overall experience from the ease of
navigating and submitting on their website
to the very kind rejection letter I received
it was an excellent experience and a
wonderful opportunity.

^^^ N/A This is an excellent contest don't change
anything.

^^^ N/A Want better early level judges

^^^ N/A Want reader's notes.

^^^ N/A What bugs me about Nicholls is that I hear
it can be biased towards specific genres and
types of writer...

^^^ N/A Would like to see more emphasis on scripts
that are commercially viable and embrace
genre films (i.e. horror).

^^^ N/A Would love to get feedback.

^^^ N/A They recently allowed professional folks
into the contest. I think they should
separate the pros from the wannabes. The new
way is demoralizing.

^^^ Quarterfinalist I know feedback is hard to do for so many
applicants but it would be nice at the
quarter finalist level. This may have
changed in recent years (if so yay!) but it
was not the case when I applied some years
ago.

^^^ Semifinalist I got about 20 requests for the script that
was a Nicholl Semifinalist (top 2% out of
almost 6000 submissions that year). The
exposure was terrific - and the script ended
up getting optioned.

^^^ Semifinalist It's the Nicholl...nothing more to say!

^^^ Semifinalist This is the best of the best. I received a
lot of mileage from my semifinalist placing.

Nickelodeon
Screenwriting
Fellowship

N/A The winner gets an opportunity to work and
learn from industry professionals at the
studio. I just wish there was a way to get
feedback why a script didn't rank high
enough to place in the competition.



NYC midnight
challenge

N/A I enjoyed it. It was a lot of people to
compete with. You have strict rules to
compete in which I very much enjoy. Overall
a good contest.

Page International
Screenwriting
Awards

N/A After 15 years of writing and pitching
screenplays to creative executives and
agents entering dozens of screenplay
contests and pitching at conferences and
events I came to the conclusion that pitch
events and screenplay contests are like
karaoke for screenwriters. You can learn the
basics and get a good feeling for a short
time. For a given individual they help very
little in creating useful industry
relationships.

^^^ N/A all contests should provide feedback such as
judges notes without charging for them.

^^^ N/A Both the Page Awards and the CWA supplied
regular updates and this was appreciated.
Both also provided extensive encouragement.

^^^ N/A don't know how fair or quality of judging.
Criteria? experience of reader? (producer
director etc) interest in my material
subject matter do not request feedback. I
will not enter any more contests in the
future only submit specific scripts to
producers who have made similar films and
who accept unsolicited unproduced unrepped
writers as per ISA Screenwriters Directory
albeit many are next to impossible to
contact and/or do not accept such scripts
even though the directory CLAIMS they do
accept unsolicited etc scripts.

^^^ N/A Feedback was offered but I didn't request
that as it was additional cost that I wasn't
prepared for at that time.

^^^ N/A Good reputation in industry.  Paid for
coverage and it was excellent.

^^^ N/A Limit the number of applicants after a
shorter deadline.

^^^ N/A Offers a variety of genres.

^^^ N/A Original tv pilot premise leaked through
them. This pilot was only submitted here and
my unique exact logline was used to pitch
elsewhere without my consent. I was not a
runner-up or on their short-list.

^^^ Finalist It is a well run contest and they meet their
deadlines.



^^^ Finalist Should be more prize money for finishing
lower in contest

^^^ First in genre It helped to be able to include my win in
future pitches.The only leads came from
producers who did not have money to get the
scripts made.

^^^ N/A Also reputed to be one of the top contests.

^^^ N/A Exceptional feedback.

^^^ N/A Got excellent script notes

^^^ N/A Great feedback but only if you pay for it.

^^^ N/A Great feedback.

^^^ N/A I entered two years in a row with the same
script.  The first year I got some great
comments.  The second year after fixing all
the ~problems~ in the script I got a lower
score and some of the comments were
completely wrong. It felt like the second
~judg

^^^ N/A I find these difficult to answer since I
didn't receive feedback on this one.  But I
was impressed with Page's desire to
encourage those who entered whether doing
well or not.  That seems uncommon in these
contests.

^^^ N/A I have written three three different scripts
and have 2 works in progress and as long as
I can continue to afford the fees I will
enter more contests.   I have my three
finished Screenplays listed on InkTip.

^^^ N/A Lack of quality judges

^^^ N/A Leaving my future fate in the hands of
bleary eyed overworked readers who may not
give a damn or a hoot about my material was
a stupid decision on my part. In the future
I intend to only present spec scripts
directly to production companies with a
signed

^^^ N/A Page doesn't award prizes only to the best
drama. It puts different genres on an equal
basis and awards prizes and promotes winners
equally.



^^^ N/A Page is exceptionally well run. It's helpful
that it's divided into categories so
horror/drama/etc. can compete separately
except for the grand prize. Always always
always meets its announcement deadlines
which I can't always say for other
competitions.

^^^ N/A Professionally run -- prompt and competent.

^^^ N/A The contest is run very professionally they
offer huge prize money and most importantly
there are lots of real success
stories/results for the winners.

^^^ N/A The criteria used to advance to semifinals
is rather opaque.

^^^ N/A The numeric system really gives you an
excellent indication of where your
screenplay stands in each category where and
how much improvement is required.  It also
gives you an indication on how you ranked
versus the rest of the competition. The
judge was

^^^ N/A The Page awards really care about writers
and their service is excellent. I haven't
entered this year but in previous years I
found it an enjoyable and exciting
experience

^^^ N/A They have better judges than Austin Film
Festival.

^^^ N/A Too much self-promotion and self-
congratulations to really believe they have
writers interests uppermost

^^^ N/A Why I like this contest the most... they
have a first cut second cut quarterfinal
semifinal and then final.  The quarter final
includes the top 5-8% of entries.  Other
contests jump straight to the top 25 scripts
(i.e. top 1%) with no feedback on how

^^^ N/A Wonderful notes with clear criteria rankings
given by industry professionals

^^^ Quarterfinalist Fantastic competition good and timely
results schedule excellent feedback.

^^^ Quarterfinalist Page could improve by going more for the
quality of scripts rather than the type or
genre. Sometimes it seems as if they're
looking for some particular kind of script
and will promote lesser screenplays as long
as they fall in that niche.



^^^ Quarterfinalist The feedback was thorough and helpful just
what I needed to improve my my script. I
made the suggested improvements and entered
it in another contest where it has just made
it into the quarterfinals.

^^^ Quarterfinalist The people who run this contest seem to care
about finding opportunities outside of the
contest to help writers.  Though the one
time I paid for judge's feedback the judge
said that my script could make a great
Hollywood or indie film and yet it didn't
make the quarterfinalist distinction partly
because my action lines were too long.

^^^ Quarterfinalist This is an extremely well run and
professional contest.

^^^ Quarterfinalist Very professional feedback.

^^^ Semifinalist My script is a family fantasy about an 11
year-old working class Latina girl from LA
and a magic English gargoyle. The judge
called my choice of Latina protagonist as
inherently ~political~ and that the contrast
between her working class background and the
(rest of comment lost)

^^^ Semifinalist Nothing. Waste of time and money.

^^^ Semifinalist Page is a reputable high-quality contest for
screenwriters.

^^^ Third in genre This help a lot with the types of prizes
they gave for furthering career.

Pilot Launch
(Scriptchix)

N/A Feedback was quick and very detailed

Read Your
Screenplay

N/A They did not discuss at length how plays
were evaluated and chosen as the winner some
transparency for this might be nice but
otherwise it was a fine contest.

Redinkworks Finalist Excellent feedback

Screenwriting
Goldmine

N/A A small competition with ambition run by a
great team.

Script Pipeline
Screenwriting
Competition

N/A Got nothing for a script that did better at
Austin

^^^ N/A Want background of specific person that
judged script.



^^^ N/A Feedback received from reader contradicted
the storyline as if not having been read but
instead only skimmed.

^^^ N/A Feedback was very valuable.

^^^ N/A How can you tell when all you get in return
is your script on a list or not?

^^^ N/A I've been a finalist 3 times but nothing
came of it.

^^^ N/A The contest takes all entries and advances
the top 25 with no feedback.  I won't enter
this contest again.

^^^ N/A Want more finalists

^^^ Quarterfinalist Its good that they offer script feedback

Scriptapalooza
International
Screenwriting
Competition

N/A All contests should provide feedback even if
nothing more than judge's notes without
charging for them.

^^^ N/A I cannot say what is good as there was no
feedback offered and perhaps that is
something they should look at doing.

^^^ N/A I don't know how the reader's judge?
criteria? knowledge of genre or subject
matter? experience as a reader/ producer or
director? may have no interest in my subject
matter? (that's why I direct scripts
specifically  to producers who have made
similar films

^^^ N/A I guess if they have the time it would be
nice to know what the judges didn't like
about my script. After all it's exactly the
same script that I've entered in the Final
Draft contest below and I just learned that
I made the quarterfinals.



^^^ N/A The coverage was the least detailed and
lengthy of the three contests I have entered
with feedback as well as the two coverage
services I have used. The synopsis was
incomplete. The coverage made little sense
for instance listed POOR the dialogue of the
script that received top marks from the
other four sources. I looked hard for at
least one thing that I could take from it to
improve the story. I'm not saying the story
can't be or doesn't need to be improved. It
does. But none of the coverage was helpful.
Contest does a poor job of keeping entrants
informed of progress as contest progresses
say vs. Page that posted near-daily updates.
The prizes do not seem as attractive as
other contests. The website graphics seem
amateurish.

^^^ N/A Was judged by someone who objected to the
script's genre. IOW downgraded for not being
in a genre the judge prefers! I now enter
only contests that divide scripts by genres
as this was not the only place I have
encountered prejudice against family-
friendly script.

^^^ N/A Feedback as part of regular entry not as
extra cost.

^^^ N/A I didn't request judges feedback but at face
value the contest seems to be adequate.

^^^ N/A I never received any feedback on my
submissions.  They accepted my money I never
heard from them again other than a list of
winners.

^^^ N/A I was a finalist.  It helped in getting me
an agent.

^^^ N/A It's awesome!

^^^ N/A It's great that semi-finalists up are given
such exposure and scripts sent to managers
and producers.

^^^ N/A I've been a finalist 3 times but nothing
came of it.

^^^ N/A Offers feedback

^^^ N/A Overall well run

^^^ N/A Still waiting for the feedback I purchased.



^^^ N/A The contest seems great overall.  I paid for
feedback - didn't receive any otherwise. 
The feedback was pretty high quality but
seemed to have elements of bias therefore
not as fair and objective as it should be.

^^^ N/A The feedback was useless. I got paragraph
after paragraph of high praise followed by a
comment that since my script was less that
110 pages it wasn't any good and the rating
was Poor. No criticisms other than page
count.

^^^ N/A Want more feedback from judges.

^^^ Quarterfinalist I like that every judge is in the business.

^^^ Quarterfinalist It's been around and so it seems to be
reputable.

^^^ Quarterfinalist
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 Long comment appended below.

^^^ Semifinalist Did not like the lack of communication from
judges.

^^^ Semifinalist I believe contests are of great value
particularly to an author like myself who
has written a dozen novels but has no
Hollywood representation..

^^^ Semifinalist Several companies requested to read my
script.

^^^ Semifinalist They try and help to market your placement

Scriptapalooza TV
Writing
Competition

N/A Again a little feedback would be nice.
Feedback from professionals is invaluable
and can really help newcomers submit better
material otherwise I'm just paying for
someone to read it and stick it a drawer.

^^^ N/A Can't fault contest. I entered a animated
cartoon series when there was no particular
category for my script.

^^^ N/A I think it was pretty fair feedback was
helpful.

^^^ N/A Better reader info would be nice.

^^^ N/A Good notes

^^^ N/A It appears that the same specked tv show
wins every year.  It might be the hottest
show or newest show.



^^^ N/A Scriptapalooza could give their feedback
quicker. I paid extra for coverage as it
said on their website it would be 4-6 weeks
turnaround - it actually turned out to be
four months before I got the notes back.

Slamdance
Screenwriting and
Teleplay
Competition

N/A I think this was the contest where they
provide feedback inclusing a rating score
with comparatives to the winning levels.

^^^ N/A Specific suggestions in feedback was very
helpful but it is difficult to judge how my
script compares to others. Grading by
specific category like PAGE would be better.
Also the cutoff is too severe and you lump
too many genres in one category.

^^^ N/A The brief suggestions I received on the
Slamdance Draft of my script made me rewrite
and I think this is the reason I made the
quarterfinalist for the Nicholl Fellowship.

^^^ Quarterfinalist I believe I paid extra for feedback but what
I had recieved was very good and thorough.

Storypros
International
Screenplay
Competition

First in genre I won the StoryPros Awands sci-fi/horror
division months ago and still have not
received any prize money or promoted items.

^^^ N/A Fantastic contest.  Great feedback and very
professionally run.

^^^ N/A StoryPros makes you pay for feedback where
as Austin sends it automatically.

^^^ N/A The feedback is excellent and constructive.
It is tough to be up at the winners but it
is possible and when achieved you just know
because you wrote well.

^^^ N/A Very professional great prizes terrific and
helpful feedback and love the five genre
catagory format!

^^^ Semifinalist Tons of fun number of qualifiers neither too
tough nor too easy neat weekly cut schedule.

Sundance Institute
Screenwriters Lab

N/A It is too large and you virtually have no
idea how your screenplay did as you get no
feedback.  You are basically donating your
money to Sundance.  Some sort of feedback
would improve it.

^^^ Quarterfinalist Offer on set time with contracted writer as
working experience reward this will also
help improve craft



The Happy Writers
Working Writers
Contest

Third overall This was a great contest to enter.

Virginia
Screenwriters
Competition

N/A Everyone gets feedback from one judge/reader
and the contest is limited to a smaller
competition base as only residents of VA may
enter.

WorldFest N/A The contest folks were kind to us. Took us
to local attractions including NASA.  I wish
they'd helped get my movie made.

Writers On The
Storm/Coverage
Ink Contest

N/A Did not like anything about the contest.

^^^ N/A Paid extra for comments and they were very
helpful.  They were not general comments but
specific actionable items that helped me
improve the script.

^^^ N/A Really useful and valuable and encouraging
feedback!!

^^^ N/A Would be better if more industry exposure
was provided.

^^^ Finalist Another feather in the cap nice validation
that my work is being seen as positive

^^^ N/A Love the development offered by this contest
to the top ten finalists.

^^^ N/A Obviously my experience was positive as I
was a finalist. In truth: the progress of
the contest was well documented with monthly
e-mailings. Nothing was promised that wasn't
delivered.

^^^ N/A One of the best reasons to enter is to get
feedback

^^^ N/A Very professional and respectful

^^^ Semifinalist Great feedback!

Writers Store
Industry Insider
Screenplay
Contest

N/A Feedback for each entry or at least the
option to pay for feedback.

^^^ N/A I enter the Industry Insider contest because
I like being given the challenge of writing
15 pages based on a killer logline. I
haven't placed yet but I would hope that my
chances improve as my writing improves.



^^^ N/A I really like the concept of this contest.
My issue is that there is NO visibility to
how or if your screenplay is even reviewed
or why it was rejected. The submission
process is very ~clunky~ and no confirmation
is sent that you've sucessfully submitted
and it' s under review. The last time I
submitted I specifically requested a
confirmation and did not receive it. Kind of
feels like you're submitting to a black
hole.

^^^ N/A Learned how critical good dialogue is in any
screenplay be it short or feature length.

^^^ N/A This contest offers a good exercise writing
the first ten pages from a given logline.

^^^ N/A This contest seems good but for the money I
don't get any feedback or anything. I
understand their time is limited by the
number of scripts received but a few notes
would be nice. Just so you know what your
issues are. Otherwise I'll just keep the
money and buy a class or something.

^^^ Finalist It was a great experience

^^^ Grand prize
winner

The prize was lovely but the real prize was
making it to the finals and getting the
opportunity to work one on one with Mario
Moreno the story consultant. This process
made my writing even better and has spurred
me on to other successes. I highly recommend
this contest!!

^^^ N/A I like that they select 10 participants for
a mentoring program. This is one of the most
beneficial aspects of the contest.

^^^ N/A I was given feedback on my script segment by
two different judges and got two very
different impressions.  I understand that
everyone differs in their subjective
analysis but this can be confusing to a
burgeoning writer.

^^^ N/A It is one thing to send in a script that is
already written one of your own but this
contest asks you to write 15 pages based on
a given logline. So you have to create 15
pages for them and the least they should do
is contact you afterward.

^^^ N/A Unique fantastic prizes for finalists.



Writers Store
Industry Insider
Television Writing
Contest

N/A I didn't make it to the second round - but
even a tiny bit of feedback would have been
helpful.

^^^ Semifinalist This contest included a template to use to
understand the requirements needed to create
a series such as setting character
relationships and the need to think how the
show would last for five years and creation
of a story arc for each show a story are for
each year and a story arc over five years .
It gave the opportunity to create a spec tv
series rather than write a spec for an
established tv show. The template provided
can be used as a guide even after the
contest.

Writers Store
Screenplay Replay
Contest

N/A Prizes.

^^^ N/A They give great feedback

1
 N/A = Either didn't place or didn't say.

2
 Three carets mean "same contest as above"

3
 EDITOR'S NOTE: It is indeed very frustrating to receive no recognition after working hard on

a script, investing one's high hopes, and then on top of that, paying good money to submit to a
contest.  And yes, every now and then, a script doesn't get read.  However, claiming upon no
evidence whatsoever that a contest didn't read one's script is much more common.  Some
writers turn to a blame-casting frame of mind when their hard work yields nothing but frustration. 
I was subjected to a few such comments myself when I ran screenplay contests – while also
writing checks totaling in the thousands of dollars to screenplay contest judges.

Because two survey respondents made this claim about the Austin Film Festival Screenwriting
Competition, I asked the Austin Film Festival management to respond.  Please see Austin's response
below.  

4
  EDITOR'S NOTE: Austin has scripts read by industry professionals; see its response below.  This sort

of survey response is sometimes simply sour grapes.  However, based on my own experience hiring
script readers, it is at times true that even great readers sometimes do a poor job on a script.

Austin Film Festival Response:

Hi Bill,

So sorry for the delay responding to your e-mail.  We were quite busy preparing for the Festival
and your e-mail got lost in the shuffle.  It’s probably too late now but if you still need our
answers:

1.)   We have 4 tiers in the Screenplay & Teleplay Competition: First Round, Second Round



(roughly top 10%), Semifinals, and Finals.  In the First and Second Rounds, our readers consist
of people with various backgrounds in the industry.  Many are previous winners, Finalists, and
Semifinalists who are currently working in film and/or TV.  We also have personal relationships
with many screenwriters and filmmakers in Austin who contribute their time by reading for the
competition.  I will only consider a new reader if he/she has been referred to us by a trusted
individual close to AFF.  All potential readers are also required to provide a resume and take a
test I provide.  All scripts in the First and Second Rounds are read at least twice before being
eliminated.  Scripts advancing to the Semifinals are each read by our industry panel of judges
including producers, agents, and managers (the ones listed on the website).  Finalists are
judged only by established screenwriters who will determine the winner in each category.  We
also have production companies who sponsor the competition by taking ownership of their own
category.  This year, the horror category was judged by Frank Darabont’s Darkwoods
Productions, the sci-fi category was judged by David Hayter’s Dark Hero Studios, our low
budget category was judged by Daniel Petrie, Jr. and Rick Dugdale’s Enderby Entertainment,
and our One-Hour Pilot category was judged by AMC.

2.)   The Writers Guild of America, East was a sponsor of the competition this year.  A part of
their sponsorship was adding their name to our Drama Screenplay Award and providing judges
for the Final Round of the competition.  We did not include anything in our materials this year
about all scripts being judged by a WGA member.

We received a record number of over 6200 individual scripts which amassed to over 8600
entries across all categories.  It is definitely a difficult task getting everything read but we are
always prepared to meet our deadlines.  We also have a good reading system in place that has
proved successful over our 20 years.

Hope this helps!
Best,
Matt Dy
Screenplay & Teleplay Competition Director
Austin Film Festival
1801 Salina St.
Austin, TX 78702"

Also, I visited the Austin Film Festival website to see if I could find a list of 2013 judges. 
Here’s what I found:

List of Austin Judges for 2013 Contest (from the contest website):

Dan Benamor | Producer, Nasser Entertainment
Richard Bever | Co-President, Chill Entertainment
Maggie Biggar | VP of Production, Fortis Films
David Boxerbaum | Literary Agent, Paradigm Agency
Christine Boylan | Writer/Producer, “Castle”, “Off the Map”, “Leverage”
Melissa Breaux | Manager, Washington Square Arts
Bryan Brucks | President, Brucks Entertainment
Kell Cahoon | Writer/Producer, “The Larry Sanders Show”, “Newsradio”, “Just Shoot Me”
Angelina Chen | Literary Manager, Energy Entertainment



Lloyd Cherin | Producer, Safe Passage Pictures
Jon De La Luz | Producer, Luz Works
Allison Doyle | Literary Manager, Oasis Media Group
Lindsay Goffman | VP of Development, Gross Entertainment
Mark Goffman | Exec Producer, “White Collar”
Noah Hawley | Showrunner, “My Generation”, “The Unusuals”; producer, “Bones”
Kyle Killen | Showrunner, “Awake”, “Lone Star”; Writer, the Beaver
Angela Lee | Producer, Nifty Pictures
Brent Lilley | Literary Manager, Mosaic Media
Jeff Lowell | Producer, “Spin City”, “Just Shoot Me!”
Rachel Miller | President, Tom Sawyer Entertainment
Noreen O’Toole | Producer, “Lost”, “Castle”
Ed Radtke | Producer, Transparent Films
Joyce San Pedro | Creative Executive for Alex Siskin & Escape Artists at Sony
Ryan Saul | Literary Agent, APA
Stephen Schiff | Writer, Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps, True Crime, Lolita
John Schwartz | Creative Executive, Quadrant Pictures
Sandhya Shardanand | Associate Producer, the Tree of Life, the New World
Fred Strype | Producer, Raindance Pictures
Meta Valentic | Producer, Urbania; Asst Dir, “Lost”
Ric Roman Waugh | Writer/director/producer, Felon, Snitch
Herschel Weingrod | Writer, Trading Places; Producer, Falling down

5
 EDITOR'S NOTE: other survey respondents wrote that Fresh Voices does give feedback.  Contests do

sometimes drop the ball and fail to send feedback to a writer.  In my experience, spam filters and other
vagaries of the email system are more often at fault when a writer doesn’t see contest feedback.  The Fresh
Voices contest website says: 'We support your progression as a screenwriter by offering constructive
feedback on your  script for free.'  A piece of advice: you should find out whether a contest gives
feedback before you enter.  Then contact the contest if you don't receive it.

 EDITOR'S NOTE: Given the fact that this contest is run by the people who hand out the Oscars, it seems pretty
6

likely that they do have good readers.  However the Nicholl Fellowships contest does receive a very large number
of entries.  That makes it likely that good or even great scripts are overlooked.  Also, it doesn't give feedback
except to the small number who place high.

7
 Long Comments from quarterfinalist above:
My script received a lot of criticism. I didn't mind that. One has to be
thick skinned. However it was so bad, three 'poors' and two 'fairs' that I
was surprised it made the quarter finals. There were about four thousand
entries and ten percent of them made it to the quarter finals. How bad were
the ones that didn't make it to the quarter finals? The critique and rating
came out after the quarter finals were published.  Included in the entry
price was an additional sum for feedback and a log line and synopsis. The
synopsis I received wasn't a synopsis. It was an unintelligible list of
sentences. When I queried this I was told it was bullet points. I didn't pay
for bullet points. I paid for a synopsis to see if I could get a better one
than I could do myself.  Strangely perhaps, my gripe isn't about being so low
rated. It's a suspicion (without any evidence) that they must have put the
script through without reading it and they did the critique afterwards. Maybe
there were time constraints. If something ranked so bad made it by not being
read, were there good scripts that didn't make it because they weren't read
before the quarter finals. I'm not accusing because I don't want to be sued



but it raises a question mark over the whole proceedings.  To be fair I
raised this with Mark Andrushko and he arranged a second critique. This one,
for the same script, gave me two 'goods' and three 'fairs'. It also gave me a
good synopsis. So I give Scriptapalooza a low score for their management of
the competition while I  must say I appreciate that Mr Andrushko did try to
rectify the fault.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The script makes the quarterfinals of a major screenplay contest.  And yet, all the writer can
do is complain and twist that accomplishment into a conspiracy theory with no backstory.   My advice to the
writer:
 
1. You sound like a Woody Allen character. Stop being such a whiny schlub.  You did well. 
2. Drop the conspiracy theories.  Nobody makes the quarterfinals of a contest by complete accident. 
3. Run, don’t walk, to the nearest mailing list of agents, and write a merge letter that starts something like, 
“Dear [agent name], 
My script, [title here], just made the quarterfinals of Scriptapalooza, one of Hollywood’s biggest screenplay
contests, and I am seeking representation.  

My script is about...”

Here is a more likely, rational explanation of the facts this writer presented:
1. The contest reader scores the script high enough to make quarterfinals.  (Huzzah!)
2. Then, a script analyst (probably someone else, but maybe the same person, gone off or on his/her meds

or after a bender) who was paid to do comments in a bit more depth didn’t like it, and gave it short shrift and a
lousy synopsis.  (Bummer.)

3. Then, the writer received a second analysis for free, and that one gave the script a better score.  (Things
are looking up!)

4. Then writer, doing his/her damndest to put the worst possible spin on the facts, no matter how illogical,
come up with the theory that the script wasn’t judged. (Priceless!)

Writer, your comments take the cake for most creatively idiotic complaint I have ever read from a screenwriter.  In
my experience running several screenplay contests, no one ever complained that the script wasn’t read, and trashed
the contest, because it did make the quarterfinals.

To all of you who don’t already know this: If you enter screenwriting contests, you need to accept the fact
that script judges aren’t all little oompa-loompas, cut from the same mold.  Each one has unique tastes,
weighs merit differently, and sees different possibilities (or fails to see them), in the same work.  

The same is true of readers for agents and producers, by the way!   Some are going to gush over a script while
others hate it and others are merely indifferent.  Get used to it and quit kveching.  That’s the industry.  And that is a
GOOD thing, because if it weren’t so, the movie industry – independent producers and studios  – would be making
the same two dozen stories each year.    



Chapter 2:

Pitchfests



Chapter 2: Pitchfests –  
Benefit Or Addiction For Screenwriters?

Sections in this chapter:
Introduction
Data: Best Live/In-Person and Online Pitchfests As Rated By Screenwriters
Writers’ Comments And Author’s Commentary on Negative Comments
How To Succeed At Pitching: Some Suggestions 

Introduction

Like the annual grunion migration from the sea, or maybe like the lemmings
“jumping” from a cliff in the sleazy, faked Disney documentary White Wilderness*,
screenwriters rush to pitchfests, love pitchfests...

And hate pitchfests.  The conspiracy-theory cottage industry feasts more eagerly
and carnivorously  on pitchfests than even on screenwriting contests:

“The producers are fakes.”  

Yes, every now and then, despite pitchfest managers’ best efforts, one does sneak
in.  But what is the legal/regulatory definition of a “producer”?  There is none.  No license
required.  A business card saying, “Producer” and some idea of how to package  a script,
a director, and actors and approach moneybags – that’s a producer.  

“The people sitting in the chairs are just interns.”  

Why would a producer bother?  It is you, not they, who needs the exposure. Yes,
big companies often do send junior people...More on this below.

“They are there to steal your idea.”  

One survey respondent thinks the Steven Spielberg movie “Super 8" took his idea
for a movie train wreck, as if no one ever thought of doing a movie train wreck before. 
Now, if a single gimmick – a train wreck, or an evil presence making the girl’s head do a
360 before she projectile vomits flaming Jagermeister, or kids joining forces with the tiny
aliens in the attic, or the boyfriend turning out to be an alien zombie werewolf with
radioactive dandruff – is the essence of your movie, trumping depth and originality of
characters, relationships, dialogue, twists of plot, a new look at the world...Then, well, you
haven’t got much of anything to steal in the first place.

“The producer rep is not even listening...Practically snoring”   

You say that 30 seconds into your pitch, you sense that you’ve already bored this
person to sleep?  Or that he/she was already half asleep after listening to an hour and a
half of yawn material before you sat down, and you did nothing to charm this person
awake?  More on this below.



And yet, despite these pitfalls, no marketing activity by a screenwriter is a more
direct path from rags to riches than successfully pitching.  And pitchfests, while they look
expensive and futile, are vastly more effective and cost-effective than trying to hunt down
and catch producers and agents in elevators, coffeehouses, or wherever.

Overnight success?  Yes, it’s possible.  In fact, at a pitchfest, it’s possible to go
from just another wannabe in the crowd to the newest paid professional faster than a
speeding re-tweet.  I’ve seen it happen – contracts signed right there at the pitchfest site.

I met a fellow in Hollywood whose only credit was producer of the low-budget-and-
bustlines “Cannibal Women in the Avocado Jungle of Death” (not exactly your calling-card
credit) until a writer showed him a script.

Then, suddenly, they both became A-list famous.  The script was “Pretty Woman.”

By now, we all know the story of the onetime stripper/phone sex operator who came
to Hollywood, wrote and pitched one screenplay...and won the Oscar.  Diablo Cody and
“Juno,” in case you don’t.

That’s Hollywood for you.  It’s where they found the Treasure of the Sierra Madre,
raided the Lost Ark, and set E.T.’s finger a-glow.  “...the stuff that dreams are made of,” to
quote Sam Spade.  

True, Hollywood is also “Sunset Boulevard” and “Where The Day Takes You.”  It’s
where for every writer who writes a famous line like, "I'm as mad as hell, and I'm not going
to take this anymore!” ten thousand end up screaming their own variations on it.  It’s
where the cafes are full of working writers – most of them working behind the counter or
waiting tables.  It’s where dreams are born, dreams die, and dreams often get interrupted
by the landlord demanding the overdue rent.

What Is Really Wrong With Pitchfests...

The real, and most fundamental problem with pitchfests  – and if you remember
nothing else from this chapter intro, remember this – is not the failure rate.  It is that the
feeling of having failed hits almost everyone who pitches, it is much more immediate and
acute than every other way Hollywood passes on your script, and it is expensive.  Live
pitching is face-to-face, and you can’t escape the fact that the answer was either an
iimmediate “No” or worse, the polite pass, the realization a few weeks later than the
person you pitched to is impliedly saying, “I don’t even feel like I need to bother saying ‘No’
to you.”  

It is this intensity with which hopes are dashed which causes unsuccessfully
pitching writers to seek out or make up other reasons to dump on pitchfests.

So if you’ve given up, and you’re into posturing about Hollywood, don’t pitch.  Go
hang out on the Done Deal Pro Message Board** all day and invest your precious time
commiserating about what a waste of time pitching is.  Malign the pitchfests all you want. 
Statistically, you have every good reason to do so.  Every bad thing you have ever heard
about them is true.  



But it’s also true that some writers do sell their work at pitchfests, and that every
disdainful adjective you can apply to pitchfests is equally true of every other approach to
selling a screenplay.

So it’s up to you, Toto.  Pitching is the big time; you’re not in Kansas anymore. 
Hopefully, this chapter will give you some tools to improve your chances of pitching a
winner.  But once you’ve put in the work, the rest is a certain amount of luck, and ...

"You've got to ask yourself one question: 
'Do I feel lucky?'” 

Well, do ya, punk?  If you do...If you’re ready for your closeup...If the force be with 
you...If you’re ready for them to show you the money... If you can handle the truth...

Then, read on, and give the pitch so golden that you’ll have them at “Hello.”  

The Top Pitchfests As Rated By Screenwriters Are...

For me, the #1 surprise regarding pitchfests in the survey responses is the Stage
32/The Happy Writers Pitchfest.   Not only had I never heard of it, but it also drew the
highest ranking of any pitchfest in the survey, live or online, with an average score of 3.80
out of a possible 5.00 on a scale of zero to 5.  

Among live pitchfests, the highest-ranking pitchfests among those receiving enough
votes to qualify were the Inktip Pitch Summit, Great American Pitchfest, London
Screenwriters Festival, and Austin Film Festival.

Both the new Story Expo pitchfest and the ScreenwritingU/Gary Shusett pitchfest
ranked even higher, but those rankings were based on very few votes apiece.

Here are all the averages.  Take a look for yourself on the next page.  

And do not fail to read my mini-essay, “How To Succeed At Pitchfests”

* Yes, Disney, and yes, sleazy, yes faked: the filmmakers used a snow-covered turntable to propel lemmings,
which they’d imported to the site, off a cliff to their deaths.  Imagine that.  Disney winning an Oscar by
murdering furry little creatures!  

** See my comments about this site in the “Free Websites” chapter.

Next pages:
Table: In-Person Pitchfests Ranked By Screenwriters
Table: Online Pitchfests Ranked By Screenwriters
Discussion and Table: Comments By Screenwriters On Pitchfests
Bonus Essay: How To Succeed At Pitching 



Live, In-Person Pitchfests -- How They Scored:

Pitchfest Score Rank

Austin Film Festival Pitch Fest 3.36 2

Great American Pitchfest 3.49 2

Fade In/Hollywood Pitch Fest 2.95 7

Ink Tip Pitch Summit 3.95 1

London Screenwriters Festival Pitchfest 3.41 3

NATPE Pitchcon 3.33 5

Screenwriters World Pitch Slam 3.19 6

Secret Door Pitch Festival 2.64 8

Story Expo* 4.50      *

ScreenwritingU/Gary Shusett* 4.25      *

Screenwriting Expo* 3.14      *

* None of these  pitchfests received enough votes  to rank them with the others.

They were named by survey respondents in the "other pitchfest" category.

Online Pitchfests -- How They Scored:

Pitchfest   Score    Rank

Fade In/Hollywood Pitch Fest Online 2.83 4

PitchQ 2.63 5

Stage 32/The Happy Writers 3.80 1

Virtual Pitchfest 3.13 2

Other Online Pitchfests: 2.93 3

Inktip (2 scores) 3.50 Insufficient number of votes

Production Arts Group (1 score) 5 Insufficient number of votes



Pitchfest Comments: Hated By Some, But Heavily Attended

Several times, while running conferences with pitchfests, I witnessed firsthand the
full before, during, and aftermath of the pitching phenomenon, an event not terribly unlike
like the first day of school at a giant Kindergarten.

Nothing I’ve seen turns screenwriters into giddy, serious, self-important, emotionally
melting down, cusp-of-their-careers-thrilled spendthrifts more than being at a pitchfest.  

And nothing fills writes with more despair and/or flame-emailing-anger than the
aftermath of a pitchfest, when, for the vast majority, nothing happens but the arrival of the
credit card bill for the pitch event. 

Pitchfests are an addiction – the crack cocaine of screenwriting.  Many more writers
hate them than like them...but even many pitchfest-haters attend again and again.  It is as
if, by some as-yet uncatalogued magic, being face-to-face with a producer (or more likely,
producer’s lowest-ranked assistant) will somehow change the odds of your 1-in-100,000
screenplays being noticed, read and re-read, optioned, purchased, produced, and ... 

... And there you are, giving that little speech as you raise your Oscar – or if you
really make it, a quarter-million a pop for rewriting somebody else’s 130 purchased pages
of ponderous print into a shootable script.

It does happen, of course.  As the producer of the biggest annual screenwriting
meeting, with what was, at its peak, the biggest pitchfest, I have seen it happen right in
front of me.

However, the Catch-22 is that it just doesn’t happen to many writers.  However, the
arrival of that credit-card bill (or the bank statement with the big holes made to it at the
ATM) happens to all.

And that’s why many of you hate most or all pitchfests: 

You’ve been there, done that...Or, to be more truthful, it did you.

Below, I’ve published most of the comments on pitchfests made by survey
respondents in response to my survey request for “freehand comments.”

However, I’ve picked out a few of the most negative comments to respond to.  I
think these comments reveal as much about the negative feelings which can creep into
writers’ views and belief systems with the frustration of their work, and selling their work,
as they do about pitchfests.  Perhaps more. 

One comment:

“Of five pitches i got four requests and NOT one ever responded to me. Not one.
Ever. Junior execs on a jolly.”



Do I read that right?  You bought only five pitches –  and four of the five actually
asked to see the script!  Wow!  

That is a home-run pitching performance!  

Then, however, the four production company or agency reps received your script,
and...They were not so thrilled.  They all gave it a “polite pass.”  (By the way, the signup
materials for the pitchfest in question, the Golden Pitch at the Screenwriting Expo, went to
some lengths to explain that this silent non-response is a “polite pass,” and that this is the
most common form of rejection.)

So, these four production companies – not the pitchfest, but the companies – gave
you the “polite pass” afterward.  And your reaction was to score the pitchfest a zero – the
pitchfest at which four companies actually asked to see your script!????

What are you – nuts?  Stupid?  Or just feeling too bitter and defeated to see that
you have one foot stuck in producers’ doors?

And the other stuck in your mouth?

The reality is obvious: you did a good job of pitching, and the four all found your
story (as pitched) interesting.  However, then, your script either wasn’t their kind of
material (which seems unlikely, given that they asked for it), or more likely, that as written
so far, your script is a piece of shit.  Wake up and start rewriting!  That pitchfest was
actually very successful for you.  

And continue pitching.  You’re obviously good at it.  You just need to pitch better
material.

Another pejorative comment:

Could never afford to attend one. Don't believe that I ever will either. So having
never attended I chose the rating of '0'.

First: In this survey, we asked writers to rate only pitchfests they had attended.  So
we deleted your whole row of zeroes from the scoring.  Thanks for at least telling us about
your mean, false, and idiotic survey response.  

Second, you are one of a number of screenwriters who responded that they haven’t
been able to afford to attend pitchfests.  The live pitchfests are indeed a financial burden –
a couple hundred bucks at least, plus travel.  I sympathize with the others who said they
couldn’t afford them.  I would sympathize with you, too,  if there weren’t something so
whiny and passive-aggressively vindictive about your tone – and if you didn’t have any
obvious alternatives.

Third: there is an obvious alternative.  Have you heard of online pitchfests?  No
travel. No hotel room to pay for (or even parking at the price-gouging L.A. parking-garage



rates if you’re local).  No expensive on-site lunches.  And in most cases, much lower
registration fees.   

So quit moping and lashing out at live pitchfests, and see the survey results herein
on the online pitchfests.  If you can’t afford online pitchfests, then you probably can’t afford
to enter contests, either, so you will have a very difficult task getting noticed.  

Another: One respondent rated the Austin Film Festival, Great American Pitchfest,
Fade In, Inktip, Screenwriting Expo, and Virtual Pitchfest all low, then wrote this comment: 

“They are a waste of time and money. Producers send junior people to hear
pitches who have no authority to make any decisions. It's good practice for
writers to pitch at these events but the false hope they create is terrible. The
Austin FF event is more of a critique of pitches by a panel.”

My response: First, if you weren’t born last week, and if you have ever looked
around at any pitchfest, you already know that there’s a lot of competition and that the
chances of selling your script are low.  Yet, I’ve been right in the room when producers
offered to buy scripts and deals were made.  

So how is it that these hopes are “false”?

No – writers’ hopes should be high at pitchfests, contrary to what you think.  It is
your expectations which should be low.  

Second: “Producers send junior people who have no authority...”  Answer: (A) That
is usually true of bigger companies, and usually untrue of smaller ones.  (B) And what are
those junior people doing there?  They’re looking for scripts.   How do “junior people”
become “senior people” in the movie/TV industry pecking order?  By finding and riding
great scripts all the way to the bank – that’s how. 

In short, senior or junior people, most of the people sitting across from writers at a
pitchfest do know what their companies want, and they are there looking.  There are three
much more common problems at pitchfests:

1. The ideas being pitched are either derivative, weak, or not commercial material;
2. Your pitch isn’t very good.
3. The pitch exec has already been lulled to sleep by an hour or more of listening to

other people whose stories are derivative and weak, or whose pitches are bad.  Belkow, I
discuss ways to combat this third problem.

Another comment:

I experienced age discrimination first hand at Inktip's Pitch Summit. It was
shocking. I have not returned since.

Age discrimination?  Wow – how old was that script?   Because if you’re saying the
discrimination was against you, I’m a bit confused.  You see, my experience is that



producers are looking for screenplays, not employees.  

If the script was about older people and no one wanted to listen, then that’s not age
discrimination.  That is awareness of what it costs to make and market a movie, and what
the movie-theater and DVD rental markets want.  Great movies about older people sell
few tickets.  

Now, do you mean that you said in your pitch that you were trying to attach yourself
to the project to do rewrites?  Well, now, that’s a horse of a different color.  And that color
isn’t “age discrimination,” either.  It’s “We hire writers we know to do rewrites.”  Hollywood
rarely wants the original writer involved in rewrites.  That would be doubly true of a writer
who gives the slightest hint of being difficult.

Or are you saying that the meeting itself, Inktip, discriminated against you?  My
answer would be, “Why the heck would they do that?  What possible perceived benefit is
there in pissing off someone who wants to pay to attend in these times when it’s hard for a
meeting manager to build attendance?”
  

So I have to wonder.  As I write this, I’m about to turn 67.  And I have experienced
what was probably age discrimination in about 50 to 100 job applications between ages 64
and 66. 

However, I have yet to hear from anyone, anywhere, anytime, any words to the
effect of, “Jeez, you write like an old geezer!”   

So in short, I don’t buy it.   I say that’s your cover story.  A lot of miserably
unpublished and unproduced writers make up cover stories for why their shit didn’t get
published or produced.  I, too, have written a lot of shit that didn’t get published or
produced.  And a long time ago, I figured out why:

‘Cause it was shit.  

“The moving finger writes, and having writ shit, moves on.” – from the Rubáiyát of
Omar Khayyám, with a small edit.  Take the advice.  Move on and write something better.

In short, all of the nattering nabobs of negativism (credit Spiro Agnew) should quit
finding reasons to blame the pitchfests for the fact that Hollywood gets about 100,000
scripts a year and buys ...few.  There is a big benefit to pitchfests: they are a sure way to
get your script more attention than you will get by mailing it to everyone in town or trying to
find your way into the right elevators to do a one-minute pitch in front of strangers.

No pitchfest manager, and no production exec at a pitchfest, can guarantee you
any more than that.  And if a production company asks to see your script, that means you
have a good idea and you did a good job of pitching it.  

Finally, I pulled this long comment below out from the data.  It was made about the
2012 Screenwriters World Pitch Slam, but much of it could have been made about most
other live pitchfests:



The 2012 Screenwriters pitchfest was very poorly organized, so you had to wait in
very long lines just to find out which of several producers you could get tickets to
pitch.  The whole thing could have been organized online ahead of time for those
producers who actually do plan ahead and show up.  There were so many last minute
changes of which producers did and didn't come that it was havoc trying to get info
on the producers who were there.  The biggest problem is understanding what the
producers are looking for.  It is a waste of time pitching producers who have no
interest in my topic, yet the listings on line and the postings at the site tell very little
about what the producer is really looking for.  My biggest concern was the real
validity of the people claiming to be producers.  I pitched to one guy who wanted a
script, but when I researched him later I found out he was starting a business to
compete with IMDb and all his marketing was about this new business, so he was not
a producer at all.  I don't understand why the conference doesn't screen their
"producers" better to make sure they are legit, and not just trolling for free ideas and
information.  I get the impression that the people who do come from real production
companies are their trainees who they send to just get the exposure, and they seem to
be as confused as the presenters.  Some producers who attended apparently weren't
the ones that wrote the company background for their company so what they said
they wanted and what was in the conference material were too different things.

Regarding “poorly organized” and waiting in very long lines: Well, it was their first
time running a pitchfest.  More to the point, I have never heard of a pitchfest at which
writers don’t wait in long lines at one time or another or in one way or another.  For
example, the way tickets were sold for the Screenwriting Expo when I ran it was that you
had to register for the Expo, and if you registered early, you waited months to be first in an
electronic line to buy tickets.  Then, you had to be ready the day pitch tickets went on sale. 
If you registered late...Well, you got to buy late in the day.   

In 2005 and 2007, this digital ticket-sales system collapsed and had to be
rebuilt...while writers – a good number of them screaming or weeping – waited for days.   

For on-site ticket sales, our lines were long.  Why?  Because we couldn’t afford to
have a programmer build a rock-solid information management system which would be 
used just once a year to digitally track which tickets are left on a 100% live basis at
multiple ticket lines and kiosks.  Without such technology, all the remaining tickets have to
be kept in one place so that the ticket-sellers know what is available.  By 2011, I did finally
figure out the technology to make that on-site system go faster.  But I didn’t dare switch it
on in place of the physical lines because I had no way to stress-test it.  And  what if the
Internet or the network went down?

Some pitchfests allow you to pitch to any exec on the same, single ticket, which is
purchased in advance.  So there are no ticket-purchasing lines.  That’s great, right?  Well,
all you have to do at those pitchfests is...get in line to pitch, with little idea of how long
you’re going to have to wait.  You can end up standing in line 3/4 of an entire day and
missing the rest of that day’s program of classes and sessions to do a few pitches.  

In other words, lines are an unfortunate byproduct of the nature of pitchfests.



Producers not showing up: It happens.  Pitchfest managers are at their mercy, and
need to have substitutes to fill those seats.  However, the substitutes are going to have
other scripts in mind.  

In my last Screenwriting Expo pitchfest, in 2011, tickets to a major production
company sold out in advance.  Some of those tickets were bought by writers from other
continents, who were flying in to pitch.  

Then, this company abruptly pulled out, just before the Expo, refusing to provide an
explanation.  I called to ask why.  The CEO relayed through a subordinate the message
that I should know why.  Well, I still don’t have the slightest idea why.  What I do know is
that the writers who came to pitch to that major Hollywood player didn’t get to do so
because, knowing full well that the tickets had already been sold, that company decided
not to show up

Bottom line: when a production company is listed but isn’t at the pitchfest, the
pitchfest is rarely to blame.  The fact is that some mini-moguls, would-be moguls and
never-will-be-anything-but hack producers are inconsiderate is a fact of Hollywood life.  If
you work in Hollywood, you’ll run into them.

Regarding “ My biggest concern was the real validity of the people claiming to be
producers.  I pitched to one guy ... ”   So one person claiming to be a production exec may
not have been.  Writer, you could easily have verified the legitimate status of other
production execs (on IMDB, for example, or Google).  But instead, you chose to question
the validity of the entire pitchfest because you think this one person misrepresented
himself.  

I don’t know what the facts are in that case, obviously, because you didn’t name
him.  Maybe he misrepresented himself to the pitchfest management.  Maybe he is a
producer along with planning to compete with IMDB.com.  The definition of “producer” in
Hollywood: someone who has rights to, or is going to acquire rights to, or is thinking about
acquiring rights to, a script in order to seek financing to get it produced.  That IS what a
producer is.  There is no business license.

It was only one person.  And no, it shouldn’t happen, but it does.  Did you try asking
for your money back on that one pitch?  

Regarding, “I get the impression that the people who do come from real production
companies are their trainees who they send to just get the exposure”...

I went over this above, but since it’s such a recurring theme, I’m going to give it
another reply.  Yes, major companies do send junior people.  But those junior people are
somewhere that you are not: on the inside.  They absorb the company’s culture, know
what it’s looking for, and know that their own futures are tied up in helping to create
creative and financial success.   Companies have a perfect right to view possible
acquisitions any way they want, and sending junior people to pitchfests is one of the ways
that some bigger companies look at scripts.  Learn to deal with junior people.  After all,
you’re a lot more junior in the movie and TV business than they are.



In closing on this last set of comments: I personally know, and have worked for
years with, the people who run the Screenwriters World meeting. They are very smart,
honest people, who would not have allowed a fake producer into their pitchfest if they had
known.

Here, without further comment from me, are the rest of the comments:

Pitchfest Comments

Atlanta Film Festival Interesting but not especially useful to
someone who has had work produced.

Austin Film Festival, Great
American Pitchfest, Fade In,
Inktip

Except for contacts made they are an
overpriced waste of time.

Didn't rank or name any. I pitched at many events that included
pitching along with conferences and a
screenwriting competition. The experience
helped me understand the basics of pitching
but did not lead to any useful industry
relationships.

Didn't say which ones. I and other industry professional friends
have not found pitchfests to be particularly
useful.  I know some assistants who have
been stuck at these things (and that's
usually who winds up representing these
companies) and no one has been very
complimentary

Fade In/Hollywood Pitchfest Would have liked to pitch to more in the 2
days alloted

Great American Pitchfest Enjoyed the free classes but very repetitive
speakers.

Great American Pitchfest Free seminars at GAPF are wonderful!

Great American Pitchfest Great American Pitchfest and Ink Tip seems
to have their acts down and do a good job of
getting enough industry execs to make the
price worthwhile.

Great American Pitchfest Great American Pitchfest is the best because
it allows you to meet as many companies
agents etc. as you are willing to and
doesn't limit you to only a certain number.
Most others charge you $5 to $10 a piece and
then give you only minutes to sign up for
them and most of the time you don't get the
ones you really want.

Great American Pitchfest Great Canadian Pitchfest but not within the
last 3 years.



Great American Pitchfest I felt very positive about my experience at
GAP. It was my first pitchfest. I thought I
handled it well and got good responses --
but no follow up on my requested
submissions.

Great American Pitchfest I optioned a script at GAPF

Great American Pitchfest The Great American Pitchfest gave lots of
classes on the Saturday and the actual
Pitchfest was on the Sunday I found that
very helpful and gave confidence to my
pitches.

Great American Pitchfest The only pitchfest I have attended was the
Great American Pitchfest.

Great American Pitchfest, Fade
In

They all seem so useless

Great American Pitchfest,
Inktip

None of the pitchfests have a very good
track record of getting deals for writers
but Inktip has the best track record. They
let you pitch to 3 producers at a time.

Great American Pitchfest,
Inktip, PitchQ Online, Stage 32
Online

I will be going to more.  In the past I have
been too busy to attend or they have been on
dates when I had other engagements.

Great American, Fade In, Inktip,
Secret Door

I even paid about $75.00 for a critique on
my screenplay and got a PAS. I know it was a
consider or recommend. They never told me
what need to do improve action part of the
screenplay...dialogue was ok.

Inktip Pitch Summit I appreciated the format of the pitchfest
but the time between sessions was far too
short to weave through the throngs and still
have 5 minutes to pitch. Several times I had
to ask the previous pitch-client to leave!

Inktip Pitch Summit I experienced age discrimination first hand
at Inktip's Pitch Summit. It was shocking. I
have not returned since.

Inktip Pitch Summit I have gotten 2 paying jobs from InkTip
Pitch Summit.

Inktip Pitch Summit Ink tip is the only pitchfest I've attended.
It was run very well.

Inktip Pitch Summit InkTip is fantastic and very well run plus
you get to pitch to 3 times as many
companies as anywhere else. I hd a script
optioned after attending GAPF



Inktip Pitch Summit It was a bit of a cattle call but InkTip
made us feel like prize heifers! Really high
producer-to-writer ratio.

Ken Rotcop Pitchmart Ken Rotcop Pitchmart is limited to students
from his class or services.

London Film Festival London Pitchfest is a little more TV / agent
focussed than feature prodcos. Smaller in
scale than other fests with around 15 desks
per session in total.

NATPE Pitchcon For television NATPE is one of the best
especially if you are pitching scripted
shows.

NATPE Pitchcon The NATPE conference did not seem very
welcoming to minorities or minority topics.
Most of panels were composed of white guys
(I'm a white guy) and some white gals. Very
few persons of color. This was of interest
to me because I was pitching a story
featuring Hispanic and Black leads.

Rated Austin Film Festival,
Great American Pitchfest, Fade
In, Inktip, Screenwriting
Expo,and Virtual Pitchfest all
low.

They are a waste of time and money.
Producers send junior people to hear pitches
who have no authority to make any decisions.
It's good practice for writers to pitch at
these events but the false hope they create
is terrible. The Austin FF event is more of
a critique of pitches by a panel.

Screenwriters World Screenwriters' World's disclaimers/terms etc
were so prohibitive I didn't feel able to
enter and pitch at all (I have a historical
biopic and have optioned the biog I used as
my starting point and done a lot of original
research - but one had to sign that one
owned the material completely or similar)

Screenwriters World See long comment #1 below.

Screenwriting Expo Attended Screenwriting Expo for years with
little result. I've become a bit jaded about
cattle-call pitching with money. Especially
in this economy. I have not returned to
actually pitching this way in about three
years.

Screenwriting Expo I felt as most of these pitch meetings were
basically a business for the parties
involved and not much deals/sells actually
gets made.

Screenwriting Expo Never sold a thing.



Screenwriting Expo Of five pitches i got four requests and NOT
one ever responded to me. Not one. Ever.
Junior execs on a jolly.

Screenwriting Expo Producers were extraordinarily kind.  Agents
shared vital information.

Screenwriting Expo Screenwriting Expo was a great experience in
pitching industry professionals.

Screenwriting Expo The last time I attended the expo just about
everyone seemed positive about my pitch and
asked for my 'one page.' But not one of the
companies contacted me.

Screenwriting Expo The pitchfests are busy. They are fun to do
and the representatives are super nice not
particular telling right out that they are
interested or not. Several times people
promised and it didn't come to pass. It
still was fun and educating.

Screenwriting Expo Was not run very well the people we pitched
to offered no feedback and he time on the
pitch was just an elevator pitch.

ScreenwritingU/Gary Shusett Gary Shusett's Pitching Seminar was great. 
I loved the smaller number of writers at
this event.

ScreenwritingU/Gary Shusett This pitchfest was sponsored by
Screenwriting U and the late Gary Shusett.

State32/The Happy  Writers Stage 32/The Happy Writers -- hands down a 5

Didn't Attend Any But Said: Comments

None Because of my location and financial
situation I cannot attend any pitchfests.

None could never afford to attend one. Don't
believe that I ever will either. So having
never attended I chose the rating of '0'.

None did not have the money to enter any of them

None haven't had the time or money to attend

None I don't presently have the extra cash to go
to any.

None I live in Florida and there are no
pitchfests here...that I know of.

None I live in Oregon and can not afford to
travel to faraway pitchfests.



None I will be ready next year to for these
events.

None I wish I could attend but I live in
Australia

None Still prepping for my first one!

None The idea of going to a pitchfest terrifies
me.

None They sound like a great idea

None they're simply too expensive & not
guaranteed...I have other cheaper methods of
pitching my scripts

None Unfortunately I live in Tucson now and have
not been able to get over to Los Angeles to
participate.

The In-Person Pitchfests:

Austin Film Festival Pitch Fest http://www.austinfilmfestival.com/new/pitch_competition
Great American Pitchfest http://pitchfest.com/
Fade In/Hollywood Pitch Fest http://www.fadeinonline.com/events/hollywood_pitchfest/
Ink Tip Pitch Summit http://www.inktippitchsummit.com/
London Screenwriters Festival Pitchfest:
http://www.londonscreenwritersfestival.com/whats-on/sessions/speed-pitching/
NATPE pitchcon  http://pitchcon.org/
Screenwriters World Pitch Slam http://www.screenwritersworld.com/
Screenwriting Expo* 
ScreenwritingU/Gary Shusett**  http://screenwritingu.com/
Secret Door Pitch Festival http://www.secretdoorpitchfest.com/home
Story Expo Pitchfest: http://storyexpo.com/?page_id=920

The Online Pitch Fests (For some, pitching is not a single event, but a registry) 

Hollywood Pitch Fest Online http://www.fadeinonline.com/events/hpf-online/
Inktip http://www.inktip.com
PitchQ http://www.pitchq.com/
Stage 32/The Happy Writers http://www.stage32.com/creativefest/pitchfest
Virtual Pitchfest http://www.virtualpitchfest.com/

* Meeting and pitchfest no longer held 
** Future uncertain.  Ask hal@screenwritingu.com if interested.



How To Succeed At Pitchfests...A Few Key Tips

These suggestions are taken from my experiences.  I made a few pitches myself 
long ago.  However, most of these observations arise from:

– watching writers pitch at my own screenwriting meetings (the Screenwriting
Expo);

– reading scripts for our contests;
–  fielding contest and pitchfest complaints;
– feedback from pitch execs on the scripts being pitched; and 
– meeting, and observing the behavior of, successful screenwriters.

Taken ‘em or leave ‘em, but they are all absolutely spot on:

Stop–Don’t Pitch, Until...  

I list this piece of advice first, knowing that it will be ignored by 75% of those who
pitch because it is the most important factor in successfully pitching a screenplay:

Have your script thoroughly vetted before you pitch.  

“Vetted” does not mean ask your mom (“Oooh!  My son/daughter the screenwriter! 
You’re so clever!) or your boyfriend/girlfriend (Uh-oh...this relationship is in for a long chill if
I say what I really think”), or your drinking buddies (It’s great!  I couldn’t put it down ‘til the
very...You buyin’?”).  

Of course they will all tell you it’s great.  That is guaranteed.  There are two reasons
for this: One, they’re not qualified to read a script.  Two, even if they are, in saying “It’s
great,” they’re doing relationship maintenance, not script analysis.

Having it vetted means to do most or all of these:
– Expose it to critiques, even potential ridicule, in screenwriting classes.
– Enter smaller contests which seek that genre or type of screenplay, and which

provide feedback (see the contest chapter).  Enter more than one.  Watch where your
script places.   If it fails to make the quarterfinals three times, consider saving your pitching
money for a different script or for after a major rewrite.

– Study the contest feedback with the assumption that it has some validity, even if it
doesn’t seem like the commenting reader “understands” your script.  Instead of silently
seething or loudly flaming back at the contest, think deeply about what the contest judge
didn’t like.  

– Have it reviewed by a professional, paid, script consultant.  Or two.  See my e-
book on script consultants to find one.  

– Set it aside for six months.  Then go back and vet it yourself.  Try to tear it apart. 
Especially concentrate on the opening and your early visual depiction of what the main
character wants.

All but the last of these steps cost money.  A good script consultant will cost you as
much as going to a pitchfest or more.  However, if you don’t think these costly and time-



consuming steps are worth it for that script, then write a different screenplay.  

Or hang onto your day job, because you’re not giving yourself the chance to
succeed as a screenwriter.

Stop–Don’t Pitch Until...The Sequel

The “Until” is this: “Until you are reasonably good at it.”  Take pitching classes. 
Michael Hauge and Pilar Alessandra teach the one-minute pitch – an especially effective
tool for pitchfests.  Pitch Boot Camp, sponsored by the Scriptwriters Netwoork, is a great
opportunity to practice your pitching right at some pitchfests; it sits you down and lets you
pitch to other students in the class. Hal Croasmun at ScreenwritingU offers “how to” on not
only pitching, but the whole script marketing process.  Screenwriters University has an
online class.  Ken Rotop teaches pitching.  So does Bob Most pitchfests offer pitching
classes.   

Pitching well isn’t a skill you were born with.  Maybe, if you have great marketing
instincts or a lot of marketing experience, you can learn pitching by reading about it. But
probably not.

Pitch Where It Will Sell, And To More “Smalls” Than “Bigs”

At every pitchfest I was involved with, I witnessed unproduced, unknown
screenwriters madly, desperately scrambling for tickets to the biggest companies. 
Meanwhile, tickets to smaller companies went unsold.  It didn’t seem to matter to these
writers whether their scripts were the right material for the “Bigs” they were pitching, or that
smaller companies seeking their kinds of material were far more likely to buy.  It was all
about taking that wild and crazy half-court shot at instant stardom and riches.

The first questions you should be asking yourself (once your screenplay is written,
rewritten, vetted thoroughly and rewritten again) are: “What are its markets, and who are
the players therein?”  Not “How do I get in to pitch this to Paramount?”  

A writing career is a series of steps.  And having a credit for a produced film – any
credit for anything other than porn or a nut-case political film – is a step or two above
winning a screenplay contest.  It means that a producer and investors put real money into
your idea.  If you really need any evidence for this argument, just look up all the famous
former Troma Films and Harvey Korman proteges.

A big advantage of pitching to smaller companies is that you can usually find out  in
advance what they want.  Another is that with smaller companies, you may be speaking to
the ultimate decision-maker.  It is extremely unlikely that you’ll be pitching at that level to a
big company.  

How to Wake up a Sleepy, Bored Pitch Exec...And How Not To

1. Buy your pitch tickets early and grab the ones in which you’ll be pitching early in



the session.  As a second choice, choose the first session after the pitch execs’ break if
possible.  Third choice is last pitch of the day, but because pitch meetings often don’t run
on schedule, that’s a riskier choice.  By pitching early, you will have the greatest chance
that their minds won’t be filled with the mothballs of a dozen dull previous pitches.

2. No histrionics.  Don’t raise your voice, cry, act out, act*, pound the table, fling
yourself on your knees at the pitch exec’s feet, wave your arms, pull out a fake gun/
sword/ornate dagger, or do anything else that will get the attention of the next table, much
less the security guard.  Speak emphatically, but calmly in a level voice.  Don’t bring a
giant satchel stuffed with disarrayed newspaper clippings, especially yellowed old ones. 
Don’t lurk and try to sneak into an empty pitch seat you didn’t pay for.

*There are instances when doing a brief scene in your characters’ voices does work.  I know a
writer who won a contract with Disney for a TV pilot by going into characters’ voices for part of his
pitch.  But don’t try to do the whole pitch that way.

3. No costumes!  No props!  No photos!  Why? Because it isn’t done.  And because
everyone in the entire room will remember the dork in a pink bunny suit – for the wrong
reasons.

4. A video trailer is usually not a good idea.  Why? Because pitch execs are used to
seeing trailers done with Hollywood-quality sound and lighting, professional actors, and
fully controlled sets.  Very likely, the most noticeable thing about your trailer is going to be
how amateurish it is.  That said, however, if your story lends itself to a great trailer which
can be done cheaply, bring copies and offer them, if the pitchfest permits it. 

5.  Consider condensing your basic pitch to one minute, as if you were doing it in an
elevator that will stop at the seventh floor, not the fiftieth.  Then, you can use the rest of
the pitch to elaborate on the characters and story or answer questions.  A one-minute
pitch also gives you an opportunity to launch a “Plan B” if it fails to interest the pitch exec.

Attitude, Attitude, Attitude: Be Friendly and Diplomatic To Everyone

Through running Creative Screenwriting Magazine and the Screenwriting Expo, I
have met a lot of successful Hollywood screenwriters, including several Oscar winners and
several writers of blockbusters.  

All of them (with the exceptions of brusque and wonderful 80+-years-old William
Goldman and John Cleese after he’d been lost in L.A. traffic)  were extremely polite and
diplomatic – and most of them were so to the point of being deferential.

Most of you don’t need to hear that, but some writers desperately need etiquette
training.  A few would benefit greatly from a few days in Juvie.

I’ve had numerous experiences with braying-jackass wannabe screenwriters, telling
me off because my screenplay contests or pitchfests didn’t cast the much-deserved (in
their views) pearls and rose petals into their piggy paths.  



I’ve received flaming, profane and personally insulting emails from  wannabe writers
in my role as a contest manager.  I once had to grovel to the Better Business Bureau
because a madwoman from Juneau, Alaska, claimed that one of our contests was a fraud,
and didn’t read her script.  The Better Business Bureau (an outfit which gives a business a
higher rating if the business pays for it, by the way, which seems like a bit of fraud itself)
dropped our rating to an “F” – purely on the say-so of this crazy woman.   

I had to go to the BBB with hard evidence, including the score and comments by
the judge – and the numerous postings on the web about how nutty and vindictive this
woman was.  She had a habit of pursuing sexual relationships with men 20 to 30 years
younger than her, and then trying to harm their reputations if they didn’t succumb to her
“charms.”  

Why did she “know” we didn’t read her script?  Simple: because she didn’t win or
place.  That was her sole basis for attempting to wreck our business reputation.

Well, here’s the thing.  Pitchfest managers, and more often contest managers, talk
to producers and agents.  Producers and agents ask them to recommend scripts.  Often,
they ask for non-winning scripts if those scripts fit what the producer wants.  Similarly,
production execs and agents sometimes ask pitchfest managers what’s hot that year.

In other words, these are people who can help you – or ruin your only chance of
selling a script because you behaved badly.  A contest or pitchfest manager would be
doing his/her own reputation damage by recommending that a producer or agent deal with
a writer who behaves like a flaming idiot – even if the script is a great script.   No one in
the ‘Wood wants to deal with the Angry Writer.

For example, would a contest or pitchfest manager do something like warn others in
Hollywood about the madwoman of Juneau?   Damn right, one would!

So why do some of you send flaming emails to contest and pitchfest managers
when you don’t win?  Is a contest manager going to pull back the prize and re-start the
contest?  No.  So if you must complain, do so politely.  

In fact, if you want to be a pro screenwriter in Tinseltown, you need to be nice to
everybody because you never know...

...For example: many years ago, I played pickup basketball at the Hollywood
YMCA.  Several of the African-American guys I played with ended up as extras in “White
Men Can’t Jump.”  How?  It happened that Ron Shelton, the producer-writer-director of
that movie, also played pickup there.   

I also played ball with a small-time comedian at the Hollywood Y.  We often
commiserated about our careers, which were going nowhere.  However, another guy who
played basketball with us ball with turned out to be a big-time exec at Paramount.  This
Paramount exec and the comedian hit it off.  Then the comedian got a show at
Paramount.  The comedian’s name is Arsenio Hall.  



Did Arsenio get to pitch himself because of that basketball-court association?  No.  
But would Arsenio have gotten that show if he’d dissed the exec on the basketball court
before knowing who he was, how he was connected?  Probably not.  Mistreating people
anywhere can kill your career behind your back.  And you’ll never know why.

To put it into a sentence or two: everybody in and around the entertainment
industry knows somebody who is a Somebody, or knows somebody who knows a
Somebody.  Be polite to everyone.  Especially the supposed “little people.”  You never
know when you’ll need a big favor from one of these “little people.”

So be nice.  



Chapter 3:

Courses Screenwriters
Can Take At Home



Chapter 3: Best Screenwriting Course or Courses 
You Can Take From Home

The question:
“Identify the best screenwriting course, seminar, or full curriculum you took from the
privacy of your own home, with no physical attendance required in a classroom -- such
as live webinars, online courses, video courses, DVD courses, or any other way of
studying screenwriting sold as courses (but not just a single book--that's a separate
question).  Then, OPTIONALLY, name the second-best such course you have taken. ”

Among the 270+ respondents to this question who have taken online, DVD, or
other at-home courses, Hal Croasmun’s ScreenwritingU is by far the most popular
course, with 165 screenwriters ranking his course as the best course they have taken.  

Writers Store courses came in second, with 28 writers naming the Writers Store
series as the most popular.

Author Comment And Caveat: Study The Freehand Comments! 

I’m inclined to distrust raw numbers which are tilted so far in favor of one course. 
It could be that our survey list happened to have a lot more Hal Croasmun clients than
others.  However...  

A second measure of quality – and in my view, probably a much better one – is
the freehand comments made by people who have taken the classes.  When one views
these freehand comments, ScreenwritingU still seems to come out on top by far.  An
unusually high percentage of its users’ comments are not merely positive but rave
reviews.  

However, numerous other courses which drew far fewer reviews were rated very
high by their students, so I urge readers of this survey to study the freehand comments
on each course and teacher.  Not only are the quality ratings valuable, but students’
freehand comments express nuances and details which can’t be easily captured by
radio-button or check-box survey answers. 

Next Pages:
Table: Best At-Home Screenwriting Courses
Table: Other Courses Recommended By Screenwriters
Freeland Comments Made By Screenwriters About At-Home Courses



Best At-Home Screenwriting Courses 
Course                                                                                           Number of Responses

  total  best  2nd

best

ScreenwritingU – Hal Croasmun 174 165 9

Writers Store Courses 53 28 25

UCLA Extension Online 19 11 8

Screenwriters University 19 10 9

Gotham Writers’ Workshop 16 9 7

UCLA Professional Program In Screenwriting Online 8 6 2

Screenwriting Master Class (Scott Myers and Tom Benedek) 6 5 1

Chris Soth Mini-Movie or Million-Dollar 10 3 7

Full Sail University 3 3 0

FAST Screenplay System 3 1 2

Others 29 7 22

NEXT PAGE: Others Receiving At Least One Vote

  total 
ScreenwritingU – Hal Croasmun 

Writers Store Courses 

UCLA Extension Online 

Screenwriters University 

Gotham Writers’ Workshop 

UCLA Professional Program In 
Screenwriting Online 

Screenwriting Master Class 
(Scott Myers and Tom 
Benedek) 
Chris Soth Mini-Movie or 
Million-Dollar 

Full Sail University 

FAST Screenplay System 

Others 



Others receiving at least one vote each:

“AOL course about 20 years ago”

Blake Snyder; NYU Online; Marilyn Horowitz

Blue CAT online workshop

BOSI

Champion Screenwriting by Jim Mercurio

Complete Screenwriting by Jim Mercurio

Corey Mandell

Dave Trottier

FAST Screenplay System

Happy Writers Writing Lab--JoeyTuccio

Karl Iglesias DVD series

Kick@ss Anatomy of Horror Master Class

LA Writers' Lab With Alan Watt

National University 

New York Film Academy Online Screenwriting

Perfect Crime Fiction Writing Class - from GrubStreet.com

Pilars "On The Line", Truby's Genre, Syd Fields Workshops.

Private workshop

Screenwriter's Group in Salt Lake City

ScriptwritersNetwork

Skip Press's screenwriting course.

Syd Fields Screenwriting Workshop

www.udemy.com How To Write The Professional Screenplay

www.udemy.com - My Story Can Beat Up Your Story by Jeffrey Allan Schecter



Freehand Comments By Writers About At-Home Screenwriting Courses
... And Some Commentary

AOL course about 20 years ago  Very interactive -  good feedback

Blake Snyder; NYU Online;
Marilyn Horowitz  

Very insightful

Blue CAT online workshop  good feedback

BOSI  I'm still working my way through it; so far some good
information.

Champion Screenwriting- Jim
Mercurio  

Would have been better with some type of interaction with the
teacher.

Chris Soth Mini-Movie or
Million-Dollar  

Breaks writing down into mini movies

  He gave of those in the business willing to read scripts or log
lines.

  I first took the Nolan course on Story Mapping -  which seemed
like a good idea and helped me understand the concept of
beats -  but once I took Chris Soth's MiniMovie Method it
seemed much easier to understand and use and more
manageable and better thought out.  I did mentoring with Chris - 
and although it seemed rather formulaic at first -  I began to
understand why the formula works most of the time -  and I felt
his method was easiest to follow in my head without constantly
referring to notes.

  I liked Chris' way of explaining things. The course is a little slow
-  but I think I gained value from it.

  Mini-movie method works.

  Seems to have a marketable strategy.

  Very personal mentoring

Complete Screenwriting by Jim
Mercurio  

Very detailed and Jim gives writers  point of view.  He also does
an excellent job explains how theme is related to story and how
to integrate it into the script.

Corey Mandell  A unique and well thought out approach.  Difficult -  but lots of
feedback from the teacher.   It could have been better if the
teachers had their lesson plans better developed. They are



writers -  not teachers.

Dave Trottier  Dave is a great teacher.

  Dave Trottioer terrific in all aspects.

FAST Screenplay  An excellent step-by-step course -  well-suited to the
detail-oriented and with lots of access to the creator and a lively
community of fellow students.

  Scott and Tom bring a lot of industry knowledge and
screenwriting theory that can up your game or get you off to a
good start.

Full Sail University  I am schedule to graduate from Full Sail University with my
degree in Creative Writing for Entertainment in January -  2014. 
I have found all their writing courses excellent -  except for the
Television Writing Workshop -  so I am hoping to find another
place online where I can learn how to write for Television.

Gotham Writers Workshop  Even though it was online I felt like part of a physical class. The
Instructor did a great job leading me to write a better screenplay
by the end of the course.

  Feedback from the teacher and other writers on scripts students
were already writing was very helpful - as was reading other
students' work.

  First class instructors -  courses geared very well to a writer's
development.

  Gotham Writers screenwriting workshop got me to the point
where Screenwriting U could elevate me to Pro level.

  I found the feedback was good -  and the curricula was well
structured.

  It was fun!

  Luckily the teacher I had was very committed to his students.

  The Gotham Writing Workshop got me started in screenwriting
and I learned a lot.

  There were authors/students that were very genuine and
helpful.

Happy Writers Writing I took the Coverage course. Personal attention and Skyping



Lab--JoeyTuccio  time with Joey is fabulous.

  Joey goes above and beyond to help writers help themselves - 
carefully guiding them to select the best viable idea then craft
deep characters and a solid outline before starting on the actual
screenplay. He makes you feel confident and keeps you on
track and whilst on the lab he pitches it to his contacts on your
behalf.

I read Robert McKee's Story and
Easy Reading Writing by Peter
Abresch  

McKee was like a helpful primer -  good review -  but maybe a
touch basic.

Karl Iglesias DVD series.  He really understands what makes a script great. He helps you
understand why many scripts fail to get noticed. After watching
his DVDs -  you immediately feel motivated to keep writing and
improve.

Kick@ss Anatomy of Horror
Master Class  

The course is a combination of audio-taped lectures - 
templates -  online special guest speakers -  and you have year
to complete. I find I use the materials all the time -  and event
though the focus genre is horror -  I used the templates to flesh
out a low-budget western screenplay  I had to write really fast
for a local producer. I wouldn't mind a bit more interaction with
the instructor -  but my emails are always answered so I really
can't complain.

LA Writers' Lab With Alan Watt   Great.  Mostly -  listening for the level I paid for -  but some
notes were provided and very helpful.

National University  I learned a great deal

Perfect Crime Fiction Writing
Class - from GrubStreet.com  

The class is ongoing and it is extremely beneficial in helping me
craft my suspense story - teaching the basics of structure - 
which is my weakness. Class participation is harder in the
online format but it's otherwise great.

Pilars 'On The Line' -  Truby's
Genre -  Syd Fields Workshops.  

Want better use of examples of Award winnning Block Buster
successful screenplays.

Private workshop  Great teacher -  terrific feedback -  intelligent take on the
process

Screenwriter's Group in Salt
Lake City  

Local -  lots of opportunity to meet face-to-face with other
writers and share ideas and critiques.

Screenwriters Online’s Master
Class In Screenwriting  

It was good to pose questions to industry pros.



  Tony was the best!

Screenwriters University  Commercial grade course was not helpful.

  easy to follow course

  Enjoyed the course content and professional input.  I enjoy
classes taught by folks with a detailed resume of
accomplishments.  This proves they have been around and
have experienced what they are talking about.

  Fantastic courses.  Pragmatic and real world information related
to actually producing scripts that sell and get made.  Also about
deepening the writing -  raising it to the highest level.

  Good because most of the ones I took were free.

  I love having deadlines for writing especially ones that will give
feedback.

  I took the 1 Hour TV drama course through Screenwriters
University and I thought the 1 on 1 instruction and critiques
were hands down the best out there!  I also took a course by
Hal Croasmun -  which was immediately after the 1 Hour TV
course -  and while I did learn new things -  I was severely
disapointed with the lack of instruction by a qualified industry
writer/insider.

  Low cost and flexibility in participating in them

  telephone tutorials and interviews with producers and teachers.

  The material in the courses are informative -  the classes and
homework is educational. Also if the teacher's feedback would
be more often -  it would be more helpful.

  Useful information but not as in-depth or practical as
Screenwriter's University. Will continue to consider their
courses.

  What's good about this is that it's free. Many of the classes are
very in depth but because it's online -  you don't get the face to
face networking opportunities you would otherwise get from
face to face classes. Probably the most annoying thing is the
heavy 'pitch' to take the online pay courses.

Screenwriting Master Class
(Scott Myers and Tom Benedek)  

detailed -  personal -  interactive. would have loved more just for
the sake of more infromation -  but they contain all you need for
a reasonable price.



  He breaks the subject down into little -  digestible pieces. I
doubt you can do better than taking his courses.

  It's really a complete system designed by a producer and an
educator -  that focuses on the whole of screenwriting rather
than offering it piece at a time.  The material is amazingly
thorough with a bonus that it addresses the mental hurdles that
typically prevent artists from achieving their goals and includes
a practical how-to of working with producers and directors -  with
access to a working producer to answer questions.  It's a shame
it's not more widely known.

  Tom Benedek didn't fulfil the promise of the class...

ScreenwritingU  Hal Croasmun  8 mini-movie class with Chris Soth was excellent.  Very
thorough -  well-organized and very creative.

  A lot of fluff.

  Amazing resources and seminars for FREE!

  AMAZING. By far the best teacher out there! He teaches real
world professional techniques that he has learned from
interviewing hundreds of professional screenwriters. This is the
one to take!

  Anything Hal Croasmun teaches is excellent! I've taken a
subtext course from him which was very useful. I've also
participated in online webinars on rewriting which were
excellent. Highly recommended

  Best screenwriting courses ever - Hal teaches screenwriting
topics in such a didactic and cleaver way

  Best -  clearest teaching I have found.

  Compelling advice. Classes designed to make you write better.

  Concise -  thorough and targeted toward incremental goals.

  Content of the course was very good.  The customer services
was terrible - pretty much non-existent.  Problems with the
website (which you had to post to daily) and no response to
inquiries or questions.  It is 95% an online course - 2 or 3
conference calls with no opportunity to interact.  Not that is bad
just be prepared for it.



  Continuous -  personal mentoring even after the class is
completed.

  Covered material well

  Daily lessons taught in an inspiring manner. Writing goals and
practical application of lessons are an integral part of the
classes. Fantastic content.

  Didn't care for it. Too much busy work on a daily basis.

  Easy to learn

  Everything you've ever wanted to know about elevating your
writing to a professional standard including the marketing side
and brainstorming high concepts

  Excellent

  Excellent content. Could have been better if Hal tightened up
his comments -  to save precious time and money.

  Excellent Course. Would have liked more personal feedback
from Hal -  but the information was complete and extremely
valuable.

  Excellent courses - practical -  usable skills.  Broad content from
concept to dialogue

  Excellent information in a tight -  focused -  no-filler presentation
with the opportunity for online discussion. A much better value
when discounts are available but generally quite worth it.

  Excellent program.

  Excellent re-write class!  Clear and very well organized.  Easy to
follow the principals at home on my own.

  Excellent skills developed -  thorough -  and exceptional support
for graduates

  Excellent value for money -  outstanding material.

  Excellent -  very thorough and highly demanding of writers. Plan
to take more.

  Excellent.  Could have Genre component



  Excellent.  High energy -  industry exposure -  great writing
techniques.

  Good advice -  but not open to criticism.

  Good group support

  Good information and very helpful. Improved my writing. Felt it's
not as well organized as it should be. Teleconferences are
rambling and go on forever. (And you're rarely given an idea of
how much time to plan for). As an online course -  participants
should have a better idea what the time contraints for each
assignment will be -- and how many days the modules run. Feel
like Hal is often pressuring you to buy something. Met Hal in
person and he was rude.

  Good information -  presented well.

  Good teachers

  Great content gathered from extensive industry interviews and
not the typical screenwriting guru conventional wisdom that is
often wrong or misguided.

  Great course - demanding and definitely built for those with
some experience

  Great lessons.  Only thing is I wish they would review some of
our work instead of always peers.  One of my peers was very
argumentative.

  Great Material -  Resources -  teacher - handouts... super!

  Great program.

  Great technics

  Hal analyzed what makes screenwriting work and taught
methods for creating scenes that work.

  Hal and Cheryl Croasmun provide a ton of 'hands-on' instruction
-  and their personal -  caring approach is well accepted and
appreciated. I have elevated my skills tremendously through
Screenwriting U so far.

  Hal and his program are awesome. Not only was it a great
experience -  but I love the existing community of ProSeries



alumni.

  Hal approaches screenwriting as a business and since I want to
make money from it -  I think this is a brilliant way to approach
it.

  Hal Croasman provides excellent comments.

  Hal Croasmun is a brilliant organizer and really covers exactly
what a writer needs to know to write for the current Hollywood
market.  He doesn't get into specific formats for movie scripts or
TV scripts -  but rather he focuses on what makes a marketable
writing style -  and how to get your material designed from the
ground up to be marketable. I had taken several other courses
but this is by far the most effective program I have seen and I
really enjoy the lessons.

  Hal Croasmun is a genius -  creatively and business-wise.  It's
soooo worth the time and money.

  Hal Croasmun is an amazing teacher.

  Hal Croasmun's ScreenwritingU courses are -  hands down - 
the best I've ever taken - and that includes all the courses I took
for my MFA in Dramatic Writing. Practically every element is
excellent -  from the way Hal presents information -  to the
methodology he's developed for every significant area of
scriptwriting -  to the care he take to nurture a dynamic
screenwriters' community.

  Hal goes above and beyond to create a supportive community
of writers and help get them exposure and jobs in the
marketplace.

  Hal has a unique and in-depth way of showing how and why
things work -  and how to get consistent results. Plus on
graduation each student is invited to join the Pro-Series Alumni
-  which is THE  most amazingly supportive and nurturing group
of writers dedicated to helping each other succeed and soar.

  Hal has created an alumni that continues to support my writing.

  Hal is a great teacher

  Hal offers these free call-in seminars that he uses to try to rope
you into paid courses.  At the end of the free conference call - 
he always invites the listeners to email him questions and he
never responds.  Feels like a bit of a racket.  Though there are
little tidbits to be gleaned.



  Hal truly cares about helping people do well in the industry. He
does not just develop skills -  he also develops professionalism
-  which not many other screenwriting courses do.

  Hal was thorough -  provided detailed notes and allowed
interaction with other students

  Hal's course is the most thorough and he knows the industry
inside out. He has interviewed literally hundreds of producers - 
agents and successful writers to develop his program. He
knows what the industry is looking for.

  Hal's Pro Series at ScreenwritingU turned me from a wannabe
writer who hadn't much of a clue into a working writer. How can
I complain about that? Since taking the class I've had three
shorts produced -  one feature film released and another in
production right now. I've been award nominated (sadly I didn't
win) and held meetings at top studios.    There are many writers
in Hal's pro series group that have had a lot of success. He
teaches you not only how to write a script but also how to be a
working writer in this business. And most importantly -  Hal
cares about you and your career.

  Hal's realistic approach to screenwriting and the business of it. 
He gives great tips and is very knowledgeable.

  Have attended a few free teleconferences with ScreenwritingU -
Hal Croasmun.  These have been excellent.

  Helped me become a much better screenwriter much more
quickly than any source I now of.

  I have a master's degree from CSUN in screenwriting and I've
learned more from Hal Croasmun and ScreenwritingU than I
have anywhere else or in any book.

  I have listened to a few teleseminars by Hal; he is informative
and energetic (talks a little long...). I started the ProSeries but
had to withdraw. I enjoyed the few weeks I took. He has what
seems to be an effective way of breaking down the entire
industry -  and I like that the course specifically deals with the
business side of screenwriting.

  I have told every writer I know that ScreenwritingU has the best
classes you will ever take.  I recommend the courses VERY
highly.  They are wonderful and they will elevate the level of
your writing skill tremendously.

  I learned how to write.



  I learned so much in this course about structure -  about
techniques to make major breakthroughs in my story and
characters. Hal guarantees that you'll be three-times the
screenwriter you were when you finish this course. I think it was
the best decision I ever made as a screenwriter.

  I liked the first course so much -  I'm taking another.

  I thought it was good in the feedback and also the opportunity to
discuss things with the other students.

  I took ScreenwritingU's Pro Series course. It was the best
course I've ever taken. It elevated my writing to a new level -
Hal was a great teacher - we had assignments practically every
day which also helped to increase my writing output and even
though it was an online course Hal and Cheryl were on hand
personally for any questions or problems I had.

  if you have no clue what you're doing -  they explain it all to you.
Like a comprehensive collection of all screenwriting book. For
me -  too much of a money spinner -  too much after formula
and plot-focused instead of developing story from character. But
for a beginner -  good material.

  Intense and gives you the tools to radically improve as a
screenwriter

  Intensive six-month course -  constructed using 'expert
modeling' techniques - in other words -  based on the
experiences of many dozens of real-world industry
professionals.  Raised my writing by a couple orders of
magnitude.

  Intensive -  covered loglines to marketing.

  It did touch on things that no other course has covered.  It
connects you to a good group of people who become
colleagues.  On the negative side -  it is 99% an emailed course
run on auto-pilot with no feedback from an instructor.  'New'
screenwriters will sink in this course.

  It helped me with subtext -  but it could have been better if the
teachers would have answered my questions.

  It really takes screenwriting down to the nitty gritty elements that
need to be in a script.

  It was comprehensive but most of what they taught I already



knew. However -  there were parts of the program that were
good for a refresher course. I would not suggest this program to
a beginning writer because it's a bit advanced and the course is
not hands on. It is merely a succession of previously composed
emails that are obviously used rom one session to the next.

  It was excellent. It really helped break down an intuitive process
and give me some control.

  It was fantastic!  Learned so much and would gladly take more
courses from Screenwriting U!

  It was fantastic. I have no complaints. I don't think it could've
been better. It was a real eye opener to what producers -  actors
-  directors -  script readers -  etc are looking for. The best - 
most comprehensive lessons I've learned related to writing.
Much better than any books I've read or courses I've heard
about.

  It was good -  although sometimes the movies he picks to break
down are terrible -  in my opinion.

  It was great! More than I expected. It had samples -  audio etc...

  It was great -  Pro Series was a six month course in every
aspect it helped my writing improve 100% and the structure of
the course and on-going feedback from both Hal and students
was positive and yet constructive and specific to my strengths
and weaknesses as a screenwriter.  I am taking the next course
in the series now.   This group is very supportive outside of
class as a team effort to win in the industry by getting together
before Pitchfests and rehearsing -  sharing contacts and even a
private Facebook group where we share our wins and our
needs.

  It was very thorough and the lessons great. The feedback was
mostly peer-to-peer -  so we had a bunch of beginners together
-  so it made it harder to cut through the excess -  less-useful
feedback

  It's constantly improving.

  It's very well structured and easy to follow.

  I've only taken the free courses -  but have found them all very
useful. I've used his Rewrite method -  as well as the Mini-movie
method to good results.

  I've taken several coursed with Screenwriting U and learned
every time. I do wish they'd give some kind of professional



feedback. But it's all good -  there is class mates feedback.
Doing the course and homework is priceless.

  I've taken several of the courses above and learned next to
nothing.  Hal Croasmun taught me how to write a professional
level screenplay that I know will earn a deal very soon.  The
best thing is the process is repeatable and now I understand
subtext.

  I've taken several online courses -  and ScreenwritingU's Pro
Series is the best by far.  The course addresses everything
screenwriters need to know to write and sell their scripts.  I
highly recommend this course.

  I've taken the free courses from Hal -  great information. If I
were to pay for coursework would absolutley consider it.

  Lacks -  excepting a couple half-hours -  any individual feedback
or reinforcement except from other writers w/o experience.

  Learned me in 6 months than 6 years on my own.  Feedback
courage led to rewrite of script written during the bout cap and
now a producer in fat East is looking to package and pitch it to
studios for line producers and director.  Fibers crossed -   SU
and the Pro Series Alumni are awesome.

  less course sale pitching

  liked it very much

  Liked that it was free.  There was a lot of material to cover in a
short amount of time.

  love all of Hal's classes

  Love Hal's practical and knowledgeable approach.

  No interaction was available.  It came across has an audio
recording played over the phone.  Also -  there was a break in
the lecture -  where Hal spent over 30 minutes pitching his pay
courses.

  Not impressed with the content. Much of the 'insider' information
was pretty elementary. He pads the time with many many
anecdotes about all the solid gold contacts he talks to/confers
with.....

  Offers great range of techniques but is badly organized



  Organized -  great info on writing techniques and
business/marketing. Highest quality training I've ever received.
The only way to make it better would be to have TV-specific
courses. But what's there is so great -  it's really hard to
complain.

  Personal attention from Hal and Cheryl -  lots of coaching
available and what feels like a genuine interest in helping writers
to succeed.

  Phenomenal -  systematic approach.  The at-your-schedule
benefit of online -  with the benefits of community interaction.
Watched nearly all other participants also make LEAPS in
terms of their writing quality -  (and understanding of the
industry) by the end of the class.

  Practical application.

  Pretty thorough course with many exercises. It did need better
management of student inquiries (my request to the instructor
was not acknowledged).

  Pro Series is the best program.  Getting into the ProSeries
Alumni has been one of the best things I've done for my career
- period.

  Really good -  useful advice always. I find the deadlines can be
a bit daunting to complete assignments as I hold down a
full-time communications job in addition to my comic book
scripting and screenwriting.

  same old stuff with a few fresh insights

  Screenwriters bootcamp!!!  Wish I could have taken it years ago
-  he has so much great info in there.

  Screenwriting from a Marketing perspective

  Screenwriting U is the only online school I've found that cares
about you getting your work sold. Every best thing you can do
with your screenplay leads one closer to actually selling and
seeing it made. Hal has done what many have not - he asks
producers and execs on a regular basis what they are looking
for - what they want to see from writers. They also provide a
kick-ass alumni group. I took the pro-series and a few smaller
courses for improving your script.

  Screenwriting U's classes are geared toward getting you



through the door.  It is by far for the money the best value
anyone could hope to find.  They don't just teach you to write
they help you with your career!

  ScreenwritingU courses are by far the best in the business. I
don't know how he does it -  but Hal's system allows you to
learn high-level skills fast and retain them.

  ScreenwritingU has changed me as a writer. Imagine getting a
new lesson -  teaching a new -  specific skill -  in your email box
every day. My scripts get recognition they've never gotten
before.

  ScreenwritingU is the BEST! Incredible content and you can
plug into a very supportive network.

  Seemed to be accurate.

  Solid information. Site technology could use improvement.

  Strong marriage of craft with a strategic approach to a
screenwriting career - it isn't a pure theory nor a crassly
commercial set of teachings

  The advice was so comprehensive that you felt more
professional after taking it.

  the best part about Screenwriting U is the opportunities
available after you have finished the program.

  The classes are the best I've ever seen in the case of Writing
Scenes. Structure it's ok thanks to the MMM and Character it's
good too -  but they lack a few crucial elements. Next to nothing
really. It's simply the best resource in the world for
screenwriting.    The Cons are that only 2 - 3 classes out of all
of them are likely to be completed. Classes stopping half way
through is common -  and directly discussing this in the alumni
is a no no. Someone should be given the job of sending out
email lessons. And all classes that have stopped should be
completed -  even just by sending the entire class of materials
to the people enrolled. Just so they are out of the way and that
everything from then on will run smoothly. Hal already knows all
this.     Having said that -  EVERYONE who wants to write
MUST sign up and do the classes. The information given is
WAY too valuable to miss out on.

  The course elevates every scene in a script -  from dialog to
scene structure to theme -  and Hal knows what he's talking
about.



  The course was very detailed in specific sections of writing a
screenplay focusing on high concept and writing a marketable
project. However -  the lack of feedback from the instructors
leaves you guessing if you understood the concept and there is
nothing on Act 2 which is vital to completing a good script.
Acceptance into the Alumni program is phenomenal and worth
getting through the ProSeries.  Hal attends Pitchfest and has a
real interest in helping his students succeed in the business.

  The great thing about Screenwriting U is that you can take a
free 90-minute class and decide whether it's worth going on. 
Hal's class on marketing yourself is really good.

  The most comprehensive -  well-planned and executed course
for the serious screenwriter.  My writing improved by leaps and
bounds after taking the ProSeries with Screenwriting U.

  The ProSeries through ScreenwritingU improved my writing
more than I can express.

  The ProSeries was well paced and tremendous value for
money.

  the student community feedback...

  The system Hal put together was alchemical for me. The
structure of the exercises was such that it brought forth amazing
writing. There is so much encouragement -  from Hal and from
the PS Alumni -  and your online workgroup. I still work with the
writers I met there. Improvements: some of the lessons need
proofreading and as some seem to have been developed as
part of another specialized course that was incorporated to
complete the series -  but without updating the language so it fit
seamlessly. Also -  Hal does these wonderful group calls -  but
they do go on...sometimes for two hours. I've stopped doing
them because I can't know when I'll be able to get the
information I need and get on with my day.

  The very best on the market hands down. Learn more from this
course than any book -  seminar or workshop.

  The very BEST screenwriting classes I've ever taken anywhere
(including UCLA on campus class.)

  The way Hal immediately inspires you to do your best -  and
then shows you how. Anything I could have asked for to
improve ScreenwritingU -  Hal has already done.

  Their courses make sense to me and found they helped me
focus on my writing.



  This is by far the best course I have ever found. It not only dives
into the basic requirements for writing a hit screenplay -  but
teaches how & who to sell it to. The support group PSA -  has
been an invaluable source of info -  inspiration & camaraderie
as well. The Croasmuns are truly always there to assist
students!

  This was a 30 day to draft writing program -  but I thought it
needed more engagement than a daily email with writing
instructions. I would have preferred an online classroom session
with virtual teaching in addition to the daily email instructions.

  Thorough

  Unlike other screenwriting courses -  the Screenwriting U
ProSeries gives provides hands-on exercises that allow the
writer to be creative while simultaneously providing exercises
that will help the writer understand the film business from the
point of view of the other members of the collaborative team. 
Screenwriting U has ongoing professional classes for writers to
continue to improve their writing.   The success rate of
ProSeries writers speaks to it's value.  The costs are
reasonable -  especially for the value of the instruction.

  very challenging -  you will improve and learn as writer.

  Very comprehensive and hands-on. Fantastic program.

  very comprehensive printouts -  excellent sequential guide for
deveoloping a story

  Very detailed courses via telephone!

  very detailed -  however you get minimal feedback from the
instructor on your work. Only twice in the 9 months:  In
generating an idea for a story -  and in reviewing the final
product.

  Very good feedback from Hal and Cheryl and other group
members; excellent support before during and after classes;
great follow-up and assistance in helping others reach their
goals.

  Very informative and useful.

  Very intense - the assignments are every day. Forum-based - 
feedback from both professional and first-time writers -  and an
emphasis on marketing and networking in a terrific



ScreenwritingU Alumni group.

  Very practical step-by-step approach to screenwriting. Learned
more from them than ucla extension.

  very strucutures -  Use peer freedback. Lots of useful
information. good alumni support group

  Very thorough. Well done.  The big shortcoming is that there is
almost zero feedback from the instructor. There IS feedback
from other students -  however this is a case of the blind leading
the blind... so almost useless -  or worse.

  Very up to date and in tune with what's working for the industry. 
It could include TV classes instead of just Features.

  Very well presented -  concise -  and relevant. Too short - 
though.

  Very well structured and formatted.

  Would have been better with some type of interaction with the
teacher.

  Wow!  Where to start with what's good about Hal's classes.  For
one -  Hal and Cheryl have done a lot of research to make their
classes/programs the best they can be and as up-to-date with
industry information as they can be.  I love their Skill Master
Sheets at the end of each class.  I doubt these classes could be
better -  but Hal and Cheryl are always -  always updating
information and keeping their classes/students involved.  Not
only that -  they are available for questions and help if we get
stuck.

  You got personalized attention.

ScriptwritersNetwork  A good networking members effort without much focus on
making  'a  business' out of the classes.

  A good networking members effort without much focus on
making  'a  business' out of the classes.

Skip Press's screenwriting
course.  

Good introduction to the craft of screenwriting -  with
assignments designed to illustrate essential concepts for the
professional screenwriter.  Downside: no students' work is
looked at by the instructor.

Syd Fields Screenwriting
Workshop  

Describes the basic foundation of the screenplay elements.



UCLA Extension Online  A real college course -  not just a seminar. Well prepared
instructors that follow a clear lesson plan and know the material.
UCLA Extension has an excellent online platform.

  good basic foundation

  Good teacher -  really read the work and gave detailed notes

  It's been years since I took the class.  It was on Coverage and
at the time the instructor was going thru a personal family
illness.

  Karl is a great teacher

  Loved it

  Nobody here could truly answer the question -  What is subtext?

  The best thing is -  I can refer to my resources when I have a
conundrum.  The worst thing is -  I get no feedback.  For
feedback -  I like Zoetrope and TNBW.

  The quality of instruction and ease of learning.

  Viki King was exceptionally intuitive as a writer's counselor/
teacher.

UCLA Extension Online--Richard
Walter in particular  

great feedback

UCLA Professional Program In
Screenwriting Online  

Good: The commitment to write pages and critique others work. 
 If you had a good instructor -  you could really improve your
work. If not -  it was painful.

  I'm currently starting the class on campus this week.

  It's UCLA!!!

  The discipline it imposed -  and the weekly feedback.

  Very hands on

Writers Store Courses  Basic information but I suppose any info is good info

  good tutorials



  Good value.  Decent prices for decent courses.

  Great one on one feedback -  clear system with quantifiable
goals -  accountability -  excellent handouts and the best
instructor I've ever had.

  I have not yet taken any courses -  however -  have received
professional analysis. The analysis was excellent in helping me
with revisions. Any courses that they offer are going to be
professional and useful

  I like their webinars

  I liked the flexible schedule and the course was affordable.

  I love all of Marilyn Horowitz's classes offered through Writer's
Store.

  I took a pitch class and it was good -  but very short.

  I took two courses  -  the How to write a pitch that sells -  and it
was okay but not great.  The second course was Writing a
Treatment and the instructor gave good feedback -  but once I
did Hal's PROSeries (above) I realized it was very incomplete
and not as up to date on it's information about what industry
produers want at this time.

  It was interesting -  but didn't seem to really address what I
needed.

  It was presented as a focused course -  but found it based more
on opinion than fact. Sort of a one-person's-opinion.

  It wasn't 'high level' general info that anyone could get from
internet research or a book.  It was 'insider' information and tips
from working professionals that provided fascinating insight.

  love Writer's Store

  More one on one time with the instructor

  Osmosed all tips -  constructive criticism... amalgamated it with
my creativity -  compelling thoroughly researched concepts like
Crichton -  Cook -  Conan Doyle or Clancy...(31 books penned
each summer adapted to screenplays and then some 80 in the
last 5 years -  or 1 script ever 3.25 weeks avg. 3.2 million words
in 10 years) commitment and dedication to each script - 



persistent -  tenacious -  busted my brains -  pushed the
envelope yet didn't mean a tinker's dam in tinseltown. Did I miss
the mark by that much? the boat? way off base? or simply not a
screenwriter -  simply a bozo dentist/post doc? why did i bother
to begin writing books? screenplays? 10 years down the drain?!
(or simply not noticed yet like Crichton? ER 'pilot' sat there DOA
for 10 yrs unread in Hollywood-unheard of- before Spielberg
discovered the script during the production of Jurassic park) 
haven't so much as created a miniscule buzz or blip on
Hollywood's radar! Why? can't comprehend!!!  I ALWAYS
THOUGHT YOU REAP WHAT YOU SOW!
*Editor: See my note below

  provides a variety of courses to help with specific aspects of
screenwriting

  simple instruction

  Some courses are better than others. It's a crap shoot.

  Taken a few. Some great -  some not. Disappointing and waste
of money when the speaker provides no new information other
than what is in his or her book and you paid for a promotion.

  The best thing about those are you get a link later to view the
Webinar.  The worst thing is it's very -  very expensive.

  The one on one feedback -  the insight and the skills of the
consultant were amazing!! My first experience was free as part
of a contest -  but I was so impressed I've PAID to go back
many times. It is great!!

  The teachers -  content -  work -  everything was great. 
Technical connections could be better.

  The Writers Store offers a lot of online classes.

  They offer a variety of screenwriting topics from basic
formatting to pitching. Some instructors are better than others.

  They were good -  but too short

  Wanted more dissecting blockbuster and award-winning
screenplays.

  Writers Store courses are informative and convenient for
someone who cannot devote huge amounts of time.

Writers Store Courses --Jeffrey The information was clear and to the point. I wish it lasted more



Schechter How To Structure The
Bulletproof Teen Sitcom  

than one day to really absorb the information and because it
was so much fun .

Writers Store Courses--Dov
Simens  

most of it was not applicable or relevant -  no benefit to improve
screenwriting

Writers Store Courses--John
Truby audio courses  

Best course on story structure and genre types

Writers Store Courses--TV
Writer Chat Pilot Program  

It was great because they had guest speakers who were in the
industry. The founders offered great insight as well and were
always available for questions or just to talk. The guest
speakers also made themselves available after their class time
and I made great connections with people I'd never -  ever
come in contact with if not for this course. I had such great
support during the writing of my pilot and I felt like I belonged to
a great little community.

www.udemy.com/how-to-write-t
he-professional-screenplay  

This class breaks down plot -- the one area that ProSeries
doesn't cover to my satisfaction.

www.udemy.com - My Story Can
Beat Up Your Story by Jeffrey
Allan Schecter  

41 modules -  comprehensive -  easy to understand -  based on
a best-selling book.

*Editor’s note regarding this comment above about Writers Store courses:

The survey respondent wrote:

“Osmosed all tips -  constructive criticism... amalgamated it with my creativity -  compelling
thoroughly researched concepts like Crichton -  Cook -  Conan Doyle or Clancy...(31 books
penned each summer adapted to screenplays and then some 80 in the last 5 years -  or 1
script ever 3.25 weeks avg. 3.2 million words in 10 years) commitment and dedication to
each script -  persistent -  tenacious -  busted my brains -  pushed the envelope yet didn't
mean a tinker's dam in tinseltown. Did I miss the mark by that much? the boat? way off
base? or simply not a screenwriter -  simply a bozo dentist/post doc? why did i bother to
begin writing books? screenplays? 10 years down the drain?! (or simply not noticed yet like
Crichton? ER 'pilot' sat there DOA for 10 yrs unread in Hollywood-unheard of- before
Spielberg discovered the script during the production of Jurassic park)  haven't so much as
created a miniscule buzz or blip on Hollywood's radar! Why? can't comprehend!!!  I
ALWAYS THOUGHT YOU REAP WHAT YOU SOW!”

My thoughts and suggestions to this writer (and this applies, to a degree, to many):

1. Your persistence at the writing is a source of admiration and amazement – but not respect for
your overall approach.  Albert Einstein is widely quoted as having said that insanity consists of
“doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results.”  

Do the sane thing: change. I suggest that, for the time being – six months to a year or more --
you stop writing new screenplays.  Also,  on a permanent basis, stop thinking altogether about
volume.  Writing is about putting down what is true, not winning the contest for shoveler of the



world’s most voluminous pile of shit.

That is not to say that I mean your screenplays are shit.  But your process definitely is.  Just look
at the results: no sales, and one unhappy you after 10 years.

2. Buy my e-book on script analysts and consultants. It is available for immediate download at
screenwritingcommunity.net.  Then, send your best screenplay to a consultant for a critique.  Just
one screenplay.  Force yourself to decide which one is the best out of all that writing.  In deciding
which is “best,” include some consideration of what is likely to be marketable.  However, the more
important criteria should be whether the script has compelling characters, a unique story,
originality in the way we see ourselves, and something important to say.  

Regarding Crichton, Cook, Conan Doyle, and Clancy: Do your own seeing of the world. 

3. These next are harsh words, but they need to be said: If you reject a consultant’s criticism out
of hand, quit.  Learn to find contentment in the bridges and root canals business, because if you
can’t accept a professional critique, you are not a screenwriter.

4. If you pass that test, then (after rewriting), bravely go out and seek much more feedback. 
Perhaps send it to another consultant.  Submit it to one or two contests which offer feedback. 
(See the screenwriting chapter in this book for screenwriters’ opinions on which contests give
best feedback.)  Sign up for a live, in-person screenwriting class if there is one within reach, and
get feedback from classmates and the teacher.  Much of that feedback will be (or will merely
seem) contradictory and inappropriate or just plain wrong.  However, it will be their honest views,
looking solely at what is on the page.  Muddle through it.  Collectively, they will probably be right
about much of what they will say. 

5. Rewrite.  Write your characters’ back stories.  Research!  Researching the people and places
in a screenplay takes time.  Thinking up who these people are takes time.  Clearly, you’re doing
next to nothing in the way of back story or research if you’re cranking out a screenplay every 3.25
weeks. Three or four rewrites (which you are obviously not doing ) take time.  Research and
rewrite.  Research and rewrite.   John McPhee (who is a much better writer than any of the
fellows you’re reading) had an article in the New Yorker last year about rewriting.  Study it. 

6. Start reading writers of the other gender.  If all you are reading is that lot you mentioned, then
I’d bet dollars to doughnuts that your female characters are cardboard cutouts.  Try reading (for
example) Jennifer Weiner’s bestsellers.  Buy and read Kim Hudson’s The Virgin’s Promise.  It’s
about writing true, real female heroic characters.  There are other good books on the subject.

7. Marketing.  You have a professional day job.  You’ve spent what must be all your free time in
the past 10 years writing a screenplay every 23 to 24 days.  That implies you are spending next
to no time marketing yourself and your work.  

Hollywood doesn’t beat a path to your door.  Read the sections of this book about pitchfests and
contests.  Read the section of my consultant e-book about consultants who help with marketing. 
Sign up for courses on how to market yourself.  A good start os to go to the ScreenwritingU
website and sign up for Hal Croasmun’s FREE online weekend marketing course.

8. DO NOT rush the process.  DO NOT market until ONE great screenplay – is researched,
rewritten, and true.   

There.  Don’t say you didn’t ask for this.  And good luck.



Chapter 4:

Screenwriting Schools;
Attendance-Required Classes



Chapter 4: Best Screenwriting Schools Or Courses
Attended In Person

The question:
“Rate the value of a screenwriting school you attended on the criteria below. Click "Did
not take screenwriting classes" if you never attended an in-person screenwriting class. ”

Among survey respondents, 190 said they did not take any formal course and
196 did not provide an answer.  

Presumably, most of the196 non-responders didn’t attend a formal, attendance-
required screenwriting school.  If this assumption is true, then out of 555 respondents,
386, or nearly 70%, have not taken any attendance-required course in screenwriting.

If these survey statistics hold true for all writers of Hollywood and U.S.
independent screenplays, then:

! The schools most attended by actively aspiring screenwriters  are:
– The UCLA Extension Writing Program 
– USC School of Cinematic Arts
– New York University
– New York Film Academy (which offers 20 locations to study)
– UCLA (the full-time school)
– Writers Boot Camp in Los Angeles
– Gotham Writers Group
– Dodge College of Film and Media Arts at Chapman University 
– Vancouver, Canada, Film School

! The great majority of aspiring screenwriters – 70% – haven’t gone to in-person
screenwriting classes.

! Overall, in-person screenwriting classes are much less popular than
screenwriting courses taken from home.

Highest-Rated Schools:

In the table on the next page, the highest-rated schools are highlighted in yellow.
Respondents were asked to rank schools on a scale of zero to 5.   Because the number
of survey responses is low for most schools, the criteria for highest-rated are:

– A Total Value (abbreviation: VAL) score of 3.67 for a school receiving three or
more ratings;

– A Total Value (VAL) score of 4.00 for a school receiving two ratings; or
– A Total Value (VAL) score of 5.00 for a school which received only one rating.

NEXT PAGES: Table: Best Screenwriting Schools As Rated By Screenwriters



                     Best Screenwriting Schools As Rated By Screenwriters

School Name NUM* TEA* IND* COS* VAL*

Legend: DNA* = Did not answer a question. NUM = number of responses.  TEA = quality of the teaching. 

IND = Industry connections/access through school.  COS =  COST (VERY HIGH cost = VERY LOW score)

Yellow background = highest-rated schools in the survey VAL = Overall value

UCLA Extension Writing Program 24 4.42 3.39 2.67 4.13

University of Southern California 11 2.91 2.91 1.09 2.09

New York University 8 2.63 1.86 2.88 1.50

New York Film Academy 7 3.43 2.29 1.83 3.29

University of California, Los Angeles 6 4.00 3.50 3.17 3.67

Writers Boot Camp 6 3.50 2.60 3.00 2.83

Gotham Writers Workshop 3 4.00 0.00 2.67 3.67

Vancouver Film School 3 3.67 1.00 3.67 2.67

Chapman University 3 2.67 1.67 3.67 2.33

University of Texas at Austin 2 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

University of Washington Extension 2 4.50 3.50 3.00 4.50

University of Wisconsin-Madison 2 4.00 3.50 2.00 4.50

Emerson College 2 3.50 3.50 4.00 4.00

National Film and Television School UK 2 4.50 4.50 3.00 4.00

Pasadena City College 2 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00

Columbia University New York 2 4.50 3.00 1.00 4.00

Dov Simens course 2 3.80 2.54 2.63 3.41

San Francisco State University 2 3.00 1.50 5.00 3.00

George Brown College 2 3.50 1.50 2.00 3.00

American Film Institute 2 2.50 2.00 2.00 2.50

Stanford University 2 3.50 1.50 2.00 2.50

Columbia College Chicago 2 3.00 0.50 1.50 1.50

John Truby - Anatomy of a Screenplay 2 2.00 0.00 2.50 1.00

Act One, Missouri State University 1 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

Full Sail University 1 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00

London Script Consultancy / Soho Screenwriters 1 5.00 1.00 5.00 5.00

New School University -  New York City 1 5.00 3.00 5.00 5.00

Wesleyan University 1 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00

Algonquin College 1 5.00 4.00 4.00 5.00

California State University, Northridge 1 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00

Writers Guild Foundation 1 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00

Act One - Hollywood 1 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00

Cynthia Whitcomb Screenwriting 1 5.00 0.00 3.00 5.00

Film Arts Foundation, San Francisco (defunct) 1 4.00 2.00 3.00 5.00

Los Angeles Writers Lab 1 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00

Santa Monica College 1 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00

University of California-Irvine 1 5.00 1.00 3.00 5.00

Clayton State University 1 4.00 3.00 2.00 5.00

International Film School Sydney, The Story Series with Karel Segers 1 5.00 4.00 2.00 5.00

Lew Hunter's Screenwriting Colony 1 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00

On The Page - Pilar Alessandra 1 5.00 DNA* 2.00 5.00

Screenwriters Boot Camp, New Orleans 1 4.00 3.00 2.00 5.00

Summer Institute of Film and Television run by Canadian Screen Training Centre, Ottawa1 5.00 4.00 2.00 5.00

Langara College 1 4.00 3.00 1.00 5.00

Sherwood Oaks 1 DNA* DNA* 1.00 5.00

Syracuse University 1 5.00 3.00 1.00 5.00

Julie Gray 1 5.00 DNA* 0.00 5.00

Pierce College Los Angeles 1 5.00 2.00 DNA* 4.00



Learning Annex - including Dov Simens' Hollywood Film School 1 4.00 1.00 4.00 4.00

Montana State University 1 5.00 2.00 4.00 4.00

University of Las Vegas 1 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

Goddard College 1 5.00 2.00 3.00 4.00

La macchina dei sogni - Milan Italy 1 4.00 2.00 3.00 4.00

Raindance Screenwriter's Classes 1 5.00 1.00 3.00 4.00

Sheridan College - School of Animation 1 4.00 5.00 3.00 4.00

Queens University of Charlotte 1 4.00 3.00 2.00 4.00

Savannah College of Art and Design 1 5.00 1.00 2.00 4.00

University of Central Oklahoma 1 4.00 0.00 1.00 4.00

New York Institute of Technology 1 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00

Regent University 1 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00

University of New Mexico adult education course 1 2.00 0.00 4.00 3.00

Chicago Dramatists 1 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

Los Angeles Film School 1 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

University of Alaska Anchorage 1 3.00 0.00 3.00 3.00

The Loft Literary Center, Minneapolis MN 1 4.00 0.00 2.00 3.00

Eastern Washington University 1 4.00 0.00 1.00 3.00

University of British Columbia Creative Writing 1 3.00 0.00 1.00 3.00

Northwestern University 1 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.00

University of Massachusetts 1 2.00 0.00 2.00 2.00

University of Hawaii 1 3.00 0.00 1.00 2.00

University of Gloucestershire 1 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.00

Lamar University 1 1.00 0.00 4.00 1.00

Loyola Marymount University 1 3.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

York University Toronto Canada 1 3.00 0.00 4.00 0.00

Newport Film School 1 DNA* DNA* 2.00 DNA*



Chapter 5:

Screenwriting Books:
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The 129 Books That Screenwriters Swear By (And Actually Use!)...
Books For Beginners, Advanced Books, and TV Writing Books

The question:
“List at least one each of the best screenwriting how-to books you have found:
one list for beginners, one for advanced screenwriters, one for TV writers. “

The Answer:
Writers recommended 129 different books.  Of these:
! 72 are considered “best” for beginners by at least one writer
! 97 are considered “best” for advanced screenwriters by at least one writer.
! 27 are considered “best” for TV writing by at least one writer.

I took three sets of facts from the screenwriting book question:

1. The list of screenwriters’ favorite “best” books is full of surprises.  The biggest
surprise is that how many different books are screenwriter favorites.  See the full list in
one of the tables below.

2. Very interesting: which “other” books screenwriters recommend.  In many
ways, this second list is more valuable than the first, because some screenwriters voted
for books which are about or focused on –

! In-depth details on one or more screenwriting skills or aspects of screenwriting
which are likely to be touched upon in less depth than the screenwriting texts covering
the entire subject

! Writing stories, not specifically writing screenplays
! Creativity, more generally, and how to find the creative well in oneself

3.  The third surprise: that a few survey respondents feel no need for even one
screenwriting book.  If you are one of these respondents, or if you feel the same way,
please do write to me at bill@insideinfo.com when your screenplay is produced on the
big screen or a TV network – but not before.  I would love to tell the 33,000+
screenwriters on our list how you did it.

Most Recommended General Screenwriting Books

Rather than list them here, I refer you to the tables below.  Several books are
rated “the best” by significant numbers of screenwriters.   Of these, one stands out as
the most recommended for both beginners and advanced writers: Save The Cat by the
late Blake Snyder.

However, in both categories, several other books were also recommended as
“best’ by significant numbers of writers.

Most Recommended Television Writing Books

The number of surveyed screenwriters who recommended a TV writing book is
relatively small, compared to the number who recommended general screenwriting,
general writing, or feature-writing-only books.

This is consistent with what we know historically about screenwriters.  It’s a fact
of the business that  fewer and fewer, bigger-budget and bigger-budget, dumberer and



dumberest, and growingly more insider-penned, feature films are being made in the
Wood.  At the same time more and more, and more intelligent, and more outsider-
written, TV series are being produced.

Despite this continuing trend, many more unproduced would-be screenwriters
are still writing feature scripts and chasing that one little low-pay optioned script with the
whisper of maybe a quarter-million down the road if it ever gets made than are choosing
the fat, regular paychecks of TV.   Why?  Probably the lingering perception that there is
more prestige in features than TV shows. 

How To Understand The Book Rankings

In the Books for Beginners and Books for Advanced Screenwriters tables
below,  each book receives two rankings:

NUM: This is the raw number of writers who recommended that book in the
survey as their first, second, or third choice.

AVG: This is the average score of all the rankings of that book on a scale of 1 to
3.  If writer ranked a book as his/her #1 screenwriting book , it received a rank of “1' in
the survey.  If the writer ranked it his/her #2 favorite, it received a score of “2;” if third, a
“3'..  Therefore, the lower the average score for a book in these tables below, the higher
it is ranked.

In addition, “write-in” books which received votes are listed in a second table on
the next page after the main tables.  These “write in” books are listed with the numbers
of votes and scores they received.

In the Books For TV Writers table, there were so few votes overall that
comparing average scores seemed meaningless.  Therefore,  the table of TV writing
books is alphabetical, with the raw number of votes received by each book.

Tables:

The six tables in this section are:

Table 1: “Best” books for beginners
Table 2: Other recommended books for beginners
Table 3: “Best” books for advanced screenwriters
Table 4: Other recommended books for advanced screenwriters
Table 5: “Best” books on TV Writing
Table 6: All books alphabetically, indicating whether surveyed writers consider

them to be for  Beginners, Advanced Writers, TV Writers, or a combination.
 

Where To Buy:

Most of these books are available at the Writers Store (http://writersstore.com).  A
few are there exclusively.  If The Writers Store doesn’t have a book you want, try
Michael Wiese Publications  http://www.mwp.com/, the publisher which has been
specializing in screenwriting books since 1981, and is the publisher of more
screenwriting and filmmaking  books than any other publishing company.



A third, obvious place to search is Amazon http://amazon.com/ 

Why Writers Store and Michael Wiese Productions ahead of Amazon?  

Amazon won’t miss you if you don’t shop there.  But the Writers’ Store and
Michael Wiese specialize in providing products and services exclusively to writers and
filmmakers.   You need them to be there.  So when you shop for a screenwriting book,
shop first at the online stores which specialize in supporting you.



Book And Author (Alphabetical Order) AVG NUM

AVG = Average of all writer rankings (lower is better). NUM = Number of responses

Recommended For Beginner Screenwriters

1-3-5 Story Structure Made Simple System - DMA 1.40 5

The 101 Habits of Highly Successful Screenwriters - Karl Iglesias 1.95 21

Adventures in the Screen Trade - William Goldman 1.78 32

The Coffee Break Screenwriter - Pilar Alessandra: 2.10 29

The Complete Idiots Guide to Screenwriting - Skip Press 1.71 7

Dan OBannons Guide to Screenplay Structure 1.40 5

Essentials of Screenwriting  - Richard Walter 1.92 12

The Heros Journey - Joseph Campbell 1.86 29

How Not to Write a Screenplay - Denny Martin Flynn 1.94 18

How to Build a Great Screenplay - David Howard 1.83 6

How to Write a Movie in 21 Days - Viki King 1.87 39

Screenwriting 434 - Lew Hunter 1.74 19

Making a Good Script Great - Linda Seger 2.06 48

Million Dollar Screenwriting - Chris Soth 1.89 37

Riding the Alligator: Strategies - Pen Densham 1.83 6

Save The Cat - Blake Snyder 1.53 138

Screenplay - Syd Field 1.74 80

Screenwriting 101 - Neill D Hicks 2.00 6

Screenwriting 434 - Lew Hunter 2.33 6

Screenwriting For Dummies - Laura Schellhardt 2.00 3

The Screenwriters Bible - David Trottier 1.49 89

The Screenwriters Roadmap - Neil Landau 1.86 7

Story - Robert McKee 1.72 69

Successful Scriptwriting - Jurgen Wolff 2.50 2

Teach Yourself Screenwriting - Raymond G Frensham 2.33 3

The Writers Journey - Chris Vogler 2.00 24

Writing for Emotional Impact - Karl Iglesias 1.86 21

Writing Screenplays That Sell - Michael Hauge 2.13 48

Your Screenplay Sucks!: - William Akers 1.67 15

Books Recommended for Advanced Screenwriters

The 101 Habits of Highly Successful Screenwriters - Karl Iglesias 1.75 24

Adventures in the Screen Trade - William Goldman - Advanced 1.76 29

Alternative Scriptwriting - Ken Dancyger - Advanced 1.17 6

The Anatomy of Story - John Truby - Advanced 1.67 48

The Art of Adaptation - Linda Seger - Advanced 1.71 7

The Heros Journey - Joseph Campbell - Advanced 1.64 33

The Hollywood Standard - Christopher Riley - Advanced 1.54 13

How to Build a Great Screenplay - David Howard - Advanced 1.38 8

Inside Story - Dara Marks - Advanced 1.91 22

Jen Grisantis three books - Advanced 1.75 8

Make a Scene - Jordan Rosenfeld - Advanced 2.00 2



Making a Good Script Great - Linda Seger - Advanced 2.07 45

Opening the Doors to Hollywood  - Carlos De Abreu - Advanced 1.67 3

The Poetics - Aristotle - Advanced 1.81 26

Rewrite: A Step-by-Step Guide  - Paul Chitlik - Advanced 2.15 13

Save The Cat - Blake Snyder - Advanced 1.34 74

Screenplay - Syd Field - Advanced 1.69 48

Screenwriting From the Soul - Richard W. Krevolin Jeff Arch - Advanced 1.71 7

The Screenwriters Problem Solver - Syd Field - Advanced 2.00 19

The Screenwriters Bible - David Trottier - Advanced 1.54 50

The Secrets of Action Screenwriting - William Martell - Advanced 2.00 15

Selling Your Story In 60 Seconds - Michael Hauge - Advanced 1.73 15

Story - Robert McKee - Advanced 1.55 65

The Virgins Promise - Kim Hudson - Advanced 1.60 5

The Writers Journey - Chris Vogler - Advanced 2.00 37

Writing Screenplays That Sell - Michael Hauge - Advanced 2.32 22

Writing the Character Centered Screenplay - Andrew Horton - Advanced 2.00 5

Your Screenplay Sucks! - William Akers - Advanced 1.94 32



Book And Author: For Beginning Screenwriters NUM* AVG*

Save The Cat - Blake Snyder 138 1.53

The Screenwriters Bible - David Trottier 89 1.49

Screenplay - Syd Field 80 1.74

Story - Robert McKee 69 1.72

Writing Screenplays That Sell - Michael Hauge 48 2.13

Making a Good Script Great - Linda Seger 48 2.06

How to Write a Movie in 21 Days - Viki King 39 1.87

Million Dollar Screenwriting - Chris Soth 37 1.89

Adventures in the Screen Trade - William Goldman 32 1.78

The Coffee Break Screenwriter - Pilar Alessandra: 29 2.10

The Heros Journey - Joseph Campbell 29 1.86

The Writers Journey - Chris Vogler 24 2.00

The 101 Habits of Highly Successful Screenwriters - Karl Iglesias 21 1.95

Writing for Emotional Impact - Karl Iglesias 21 1.86

Screenwriting 434 - Lew Hunter 19 1.74

How Not to Write a Screenplay - Denny Martin Flynn 18 1.94

Your Screenplay Sucks!: - William Akers 15 1.67

Essentials of Screenwriting  - Richard Walter 12 1.92

The Screenwriters Roadmap - Neil Landau 7 1.86

The Complete Idiots Guide to Screenwriting - Skip Press 7 1.71

Screenwriting 434 - Lew Hunter 6 2.33

Screenwriting 101 - Neill D Hicks 6 2.00

How to Build a Great Screenplay - David Howard 6 1.83

Riding the Alligator: Strategies - Pen Densham 6 1.83

1-3-5 Story Structure Made Simple System - DMA 5 1.40

Dan OBannons Guide to Screenplay Structure 5 1.40

Teach Yourself Screenwriting - Raymond G Frensham 3 2.33

Screenwriting For Dummies - Laura Schellhardt 3 2.00

Successful Scriptwriting - Jurgen Wolff 2 2.50

*NUM = Number of responses. AVG = Average of all rankings received. 

See 'How The Books Were Ranked' above for an explanation of the criteria.

Next Page: Other Beginner Books Receiving Votes



Also Recommended For Beginners (Write-In Votes): Votes Received:

1st 2nd 3rd

Into the Woods: A Five Act Journey Into Story -  John Yorke 1

Screenplay: Writing the Pictures by Russin and Downs 1

Screenwriting for Dummies - Laura Schellhardt 4

Stealing Fire from the Gods - James Bonnet 1

The Art of Creative Writing - Lajos Egri 1

The Hollywood Standard - Christopher Riley 1 1 1

The Keys to Writing for Television and Films - Ben Brady 1

The Mini-Movie Method - Chris Soth 1

The Screenwriting Formula - Rob Tobin 1

Elements of Screenwriting - Irwin R. Blacker 1

Four Screenplays: Studies in the American Screenplay - Syd Field 1

Inside Story - Dara Marks 1

My Story Can Beat Up Your Story - Jeffrey Schechter 1

On Filmmaking - Alexander Mackendrick 1

The Screenwriter's Bible - David Trottier 4 2

The Screenwriters Workbook - Syd Field 1

The Starter Screenplay: Client Edition - Adam Levenberg 1

The Visual Mindscape of the Screenplay - Bill Boyle 1

Scriptshadow Secrets - Carson Reeves 1

The Art of Dramatic Writing - Lajos Egri 1

The Whole Picture - Richard Walter 1



Book And Author: For Advanced Screenwriters NUM* AVG*

Save The Cat - Blake Snyder 74 1.34

Story - Robert McKee  65 1.55

The Screenwriters Bible - David Trottier 50 1.54

Screenplay - Syd Field 48 1.69

The Anatomy of Story - John Truby 48 1.67

Making a Good Script Great - Linda Seger 45 2.07

The Writers Journey - Chris Vogler 37 2.00

The Heros Journey - Joseph Campbell 33 1.64

Your Screenplay Sucks! - William Akers 32 1.94

Adventures in the Screen Trade - William Goldman 29 1.76

The Poetics - Aristotle 26 1.81

The 101 Habits of Highly Successful Screenwriters - Karl Iglesias 24 1.75

Writing Screenplays That Sell - Michael Hauge 22 2.32

Inside Story - Dara Marks 22 1.91

The Screenwriters Problem Solver - Syd Field 19 2.00

The Secrets of Action Screenwriting - William Martell 15 2.00

Selling Your Story In 60 Seconds - Michael Hauge 15 1.73

Rewrite: A Step-by-Step Guide  - Paul Chitlik 13 2.15

The Hollywood Standard - Christopher Riley 13 1.54

Jen Grisanti's three books 8 1.75

How to Build a Great Screenplay - David Howard 8 1.38

Screenwriting From the Soul - Richard W. Krevolin Jeff Arch 7 1.71

The Art of Adaptation - Linda Seger 7 1.71

Alternative Scriptwriting - Ken Dancyger 6 1.17

Writing the Character Centered Screenplay - Andrew Horton 5 2.00

The Virgins Promise - Kim Hudson 5 1.60

Opening the Doors to Hollywood  - Carlos De Abreu 3 1.67

Make a Scene - Jordan Rosenfeld 2 2.00

*NUM = Number of responses. AVG = Average of all rankings received. 

See 'How The Books Were Ranked' above for an explanation of the criteria.



Also Recommended For Advanced (Write-In Votes): Votes Received:

1st 2nd 3rd

20 Master Plots: And How to Build Them - Ronald B B Tobias 1 1

45 Master Characters: Mythic Models... - Victoria Lynn Schmidt 1

Advanced Screenwriting - Linda Seger 1 1

Awakening the Heroes Within: Twelve Archetypes... - Carol S. Pearson 1

Invisible Ink: A Practical Guide to Building Stories that Resonate - Brian McDonald 1

Story Maps: How to Write a Great Screenplay - Daniel P Calvisi 1

The Moral Premise: Harnessing Virtue & Vice ... - Stanley D Williams 1

The Hero With a Thousand Faces - Joseph Campbell 1

The Plot Whisperer: Secrets of Story Structure ... - Martha Alderson 1

The Poetics - Aristotle 2

The Screenwriters Roadmap - Neil Landau 1

The Visual Mindscape of the Screenplay - Bill Boyle 1

The Way of The Screenwriter - Amnon Buchbinder 1

The New Screenwriters Survival Guide - Max Adams 1

The Visual Mindscape of the Screenplay - Bill Boyle 1

The Way of The Screenwriter - Amnon Buchbinder 1

TV Writing Toolkit - How to Write a Script That Sells - Jen Grisanti 1

Writing for Emotional Impact - Karl Iglesias 4

Writing Movies for Fun and Profit - Thomas Lennon and Robert Ben Garant 1

Writing the Romantic Comedy - Billy Mernit 1

On Filmmaking - Alexander Mackendrick 1 1

Reading Screenplays: How to Analyse and Evaluate Film Scripts - Lucy Scher 1

The 21st-Century Screenplay: A Comprehensive Guide.. - Linda Aronson 1

The Hidden Tools of Comedy: The Serious Business of Being Funny - Steve Kaplan 1

Characters and Viewpoint - Oron Scott Card 1

How To Create Characters That Engage - Corey Mandell 1

Writing Dialogue for Scripts: Effective dialogue for Film TV Radio and Stage - Rib Davis 1



Books On Writing For Television NUM*

* NUM = number of recommendations

Crafty TV Writing - Alex Epstein 7

Created By: Inside the Minds of TVs Top Show Creators - Steve Prigge 2

Elephant Bucks: An Inside Guide to Writing for TV Sitcoms - Sheldon Bull 3

Ella Clah: The Pilot Script - Lee Goldberg and William Rabkin 1

How to Write for Television - Madeline Dimaggio 4

Inside the Room: Writing Television with the Pros - Linda Venis 3

Small Screen Big Picture: A Writers Guide to the TV Business - Chad Gervich 3

Story - Robert McKee 1

Successful Television Writing - Lee Goldberg & William Rabkin 4

Successsful Sitcom Writing: How to Write and Sell for TVs Hottest Format - Jurgen Wolff 1

Television Writing From the Inside Out - Larry Brody 4

The 8 Characters of Comedy: Guide to Sitcom Acting and Writing - Scott Sedita 1

The Art of Dramatic Writing - Lajos Egri 1

The Comedy Bible: From Stand-up to Sitcom…- Judy Carter 2

The Hidden Tools of Comedy: The Serious Business of Being Funny - Steve Kaplan 1

The Hollywood Standard - Christopher Riley 1

The Little Book of Sitcom - John Vorhaus 1

The One-Hour Drama: Producing Episodic Television - Robert Del Valle 1

The Screenwriters Bible - David Trottier 1

The TV Scriptwriter's Handbook - Alfred Brenner 1

The TV Writer's Workbook - Ellen Sandler 12

TV Writing Toolkit - How to Write a Script That Sells - Jen Grisanti 1

Writing Dialogue for Scripts: Effective Dialogue…  - Rib Davis 1

Writing Television Comedy - Jerry Rannow 1

Writing Television Sitcoms - Evan S. Smith 4

Writing the Pilot - William Rabkin 7

Writing the TV Drama Series - Pamela Douglas 8



The 129 Books Screenwriters Swear By -- BEG* ADV* TV*

 With Authors' Names 

1-3-5 Story Structure Made Simple System - DMA (Donna Michelle Anderson) Y Y

20 Master Plots And How to Build Them - Ronald B B Tobias Y

45 Master Characters: Mythic Models... - Victoria Lynn Schmidt Y

500 Ways to Beat the Hollywood Script Reader - Jennifer Lerch Y Y

Advanced Screenwriting - Linda Seger Y

Adventures in the Screen Trade - William Goldman Y Y

Alternative Scriptwriting - Ken Dancyger Y

Awakening the Heroes Within: Twelve Archetypes... - Carol S. Pearson Y

Breakfast with Sharks: A Screenwriters Guide... - Michael Lent Y Y

Characters and Viewpoint - Oron Scott Card Y

Crafty Screenwriting: Writing Movies That Get Made - Alex Epstein Y

Crafty TV Writing - Alex Epstein Y

Created By: Inside the Minds of TVs Top Show Creators - Steve Prigge Y

Creating Unforgettable Characters - Linda Seger Y

Dan OBannons Guide to Screenplay Structure Y Y

Dramatica: A New Theory of Story - Melanie Anne Phillips Chris Huntley Y

Elements of Screenwriting - Irwin R. Blacker Y

Ella Clah: The Pilot Script - Lee Goldberg and William Rabkin Y

Emotional Structure: Creating the Story Beneath The Plot… - Peter Dunne Y

Essentials of Screenwriting  - Richard Walter Y Y

Fade In: The Screenwriting Process - Robert A Berman Y Y

How Not to Write a Screenplay - Denny Martin Flynn Y Y

How to Build a Great Screenplay - David Howard Y Y

How To Create Characters That Engage - Corey Mandell Y

How to Write a Movie in 21 Days - Viki King Y Y

How to Write for Television - Madeline Dimaggio Y

Inside Story - Dara Marks Y Y

Inside the Room: Writing Television with the Pros - Linda Venis Y

Into the Woods: A Five Act Journey Into Story -  John Yorke Y Y

Invisible Ink: A Practical Guide … - Brian McDonald Y Y

Make a Scene - Jordan Rosenfeld Y

Making a Good Script Great - Linda Seger Y Y

Maps of the Imagination: The Writer As Cartographer - Peter Turchi Y Y

Million Dollar Screenwriting - Chris Soth Y Y

My Story Can Beat Up Your Story - Jeffrey Schechter Y Y

On Filmmaking - Alexander Mackendrick Y Y

Opening the Doors to Hollywood - Carlos De Abreu and Howard J. Smith Y

Reading Screenplays: How to Analyse and Evaluate Film Scripts - Lucy Scher Y

Rewrite: A Step-By-Step Guide  - Paul Chitlik Y

Riding the Alligator: Strategies - Pen Densham Y Y

Save the Cat - Blake Snyder Y Y

Screenplay - Syd Field Y Y

Screenplay: Writing The Picture - Robin U Russin William Missouri Downs Y

Screenwriters Masterclass - Kevin Conroy Scott Y

Screenwriting 101 - Neill D Hicks Y Y

Screenwriting 434 - Lew Hunter Y

Screenwriting Down to the Atoms - Michael Welles Schock Y

Screenwriting for Dummies - Laura Schellhardt Y

Screenwriting from the Heart - James Ryan Y



Screenwriting from the Soul - Richard W. Krevolin Jeff Arch Y

Screenwriting Tips You Hack: 150 Practical Points… - Xander Bennett Y

Screenwriting Tricks of the Trade - William Froug Y

Screenwriting: The Sequence Approach - Paul Gulino Y

Scriptshadow Secrets - Carson Reeves Y Y

Secrets of Screenplay Structure - Linda J Cowgill Y Y

Selling Your Story in 60 Seconds - Michael Hauge Y Y

Shakespeare for Screenwriters: Timeless Writing Tips…  - J. M. Evenson Y Y

Small Screen Big Picture: A Writers Guide to the TV Business - Chad Gervich Y

Something Startling Happens: The 120 Beats Every Writer Needs… - Todd Klick Y Y

Stealing Fire from the Gods: The Complete Guide to Story... - James Bonnet Y

Story - Robert McKee Y Y Y

Story Engineering - Larry Brooks Y Y

Story Maps: How to Write a Great Screenplay - Daniel P Calvisi Y

Story Structure Architect: A Writers Guide… - Victoria Lynn Schmidt Y

Successful Scriptwriting - Jurgen Wolff Y

Successful Television Writing - Lee Goldberg & William Rabkin Y

Successful Sitcom Writing: How to Write and Sell ...- Jurgen Wolff Y

Teach Yourself Screenwriting - Raymond G Frensham Y Y

Television Writing From the Inside Out - Larry Brody Y

The 101 Habits of Highly Successful Screenwriters - Karl Iglesias Y Y

The 21st-Century Screenplay: A Comprehensive Guide.. - Linda Aronson Y

The 8 Characters of Comedy: Guide to Sitcom Acting & Writing - Scott Sedita Y

The 90-Day Screenplay - Al Watt Y Y

The Anatomy of Story - John Truby Y Y

The Art of Adaptation - Linda Seger Y Y

The Art of Creative Writing - Lajos Egri Y Y

The Art of Dramatic Writing - Lajos Egri Y Y

The Art of Plotting:  Add Emotion Suspense and Depth... -  Linda J Cowgill Y Y

The Coffee Break Screenwriter - Pilar Alessandra Y Y

The Comedy Bible: From Stand-up to Sitcom…- Judy Carter Y

The Complete Idiots Guide to Screenwriting - Skip Press Y Y

The Hero With a Thousand Faces - Joseph Campbell Y

The Heros Journey - Joseph Campbell Y Y

The Hidden Tools of Comedy: The Serious Business... - Steve Kaplan Y Y

The Hollywood Standard - Christopher Riley Y Y Y

The Keys to Writing for Television and Films - Ben Brady Y Y

The Lean Forward Moment: Create Compelling Stories… - Normay Hollyn Y

The Little Book of Sitcom - John Vorhaus Y

The Mini-Movie Method - Chris Soth Y Y

The Moral Premise: Harnessing Virtue & Vice ... - Stanley D Williams Y

The New Screenwriters Survival Guide - Max Adams Y

The One-Hour Drama: Producing Episodic Television - Robert Del Valle Y

The Plot Whisperer: Secrets of Story Structure ... - Martha Alderson Y

The Poetics - Aristotle Y Y

The Screenwriters Bible - David Trottier Y Y Y

The Screenwriters Problem Solver - Syd Field Y

The Screenwriters Roadmap - Neil Landau Y

The Screenwriting Formula: Why It Works And How To Use It - Rob Tobin Y

The Secrets of Action Screenwriting - William Martell Y

The Short Screenplay: Your Short Film from Concept to... - Daniel A. Gurskis Y Y

The Starter Screenplay: Client Edition - Adam Levenberg Y Y



The Story Solution: 23 Actions All Great Heroes Must Take - Eric Edson Y Y

The Tools of Screenwriting: A Writers Guide..- David Howard / Edward Mabley Y Y

The TV Scriptwriter's Handbook - Alfred Brenner Y

The TV Writer's Workbook - Ellen Sandler Y

The Virgins Promise - Kim Hudson Y

The Visual Mindscape of the Screenplay - Bill Boyle Y Y

The Way of The Screenwriter - Amnon Buchbinder Y

The Whole Picture - Richard Walter Y Y

The Writers Compass: From Story Map To Finished ... - Nancy Ellen Dodd Y Y

The Writers Guide To Writing Your Screenplay - Cynthia Whitcomb Y

The Writers Journey - Chris Vogler Y Y

TV Writing Toolkit - How to Write a Script That Sells - Jen Grisanti Y

Writers Guide To Selling Your Screenplay - Cynthia Whitcomb Y Y

Writing a Great Movie: Key Tools for Successful Screenwriting - Jeff Kitchen Y Y

Writing Dialogue for Scripts - Rib Davis Y

Writing Down the Bones: Freeing the Writer Within - Natalie Goldberg Y Y

Writing for Emotional Impact - Karl Iglesias Y Y

Writing Movies for Fun and Profit - Thomas Lennon and Robert Ben Garant Y Y

Writing Screenplays That Sell - Michael Hauge Y Y

Writing Television Comedy - Jerry Rannow Y

Writing Television Sitcoms - Evan S. Smith Y

Writing the Character Centered Screenplay - Andrew Horton Y

Writing the Pilot - William Rabkin Y

Writing the Romantic Comedy - Billy Mernit Y Y

Writing The Science Fiction Film - Robert Grant Y Y

Writing the TV Drama Series - Pamela Douglas Y

Your Screenplay Sucks! - William Akers Y Y

Zen and the Art of Screenwriting Volume 1 - William Froug Y Y

*BEG = Books for beginners;  ADV = books for advanced writers; TV = for TV Writing

A column is checked if at least one respondent recommended the book in that category.
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Chapter 6:  Best Free Content Websites For Screenwriters
As Rated By Screenwriters

This is most inclusive, up-to-date list of free websites for screenwriters you will find
anywhere.  We visited each of these sites to make sure it’s still live.  We deleted a few
readers’ choices because we couldn’t find them on the web.  The lists are clickable.

See the bar graph on the next page for the full list of Best Free Websites.

The top seven sites, in order of votes:

Script Magazine, http://scriptmag.com  127 votes 

Creative Screenwriting Magazine, http://creativescreenwriting.com 95 votes

John August’s blog, http://johnaugust.com 82 votes

Moviebytes http://moviebytes.com 66 votes

Done Deal Pro Message Boards http://messageboard.donedealpro.com/boards/index.php

Dave Trottier Keepwriting Community  http://www.keepwriting.com/tsc/community.htm

International Screenwriters Assn.  http://www.networkisa.org/

Also Check Out The Page Of Addition Writer-Recommended Sites:

Some of the sites on the second list of sites might have received more votes if I’d put
them on the checklist.  See “How This Information Was Compiled.”

How This Information Was Compiled:

In preparation for the survey, I spent some hours researching and visiting websites to
come up with a list of sites which offer substantial free content.  I put the list of these free-
content sites into a section of the survey as a multiple-choice question.

I omitted from the multiple-choice a significant number of well-known websites for
writers because I deemed them to be principally commercial in nature – that is, that they are
principally on the web to sell products and services. 

However, I added a question allowing free-hand comment on additional sites which
responding writers consider to be “best” free content sites.  Some writers’ choices as best
free sites are very useful sites I left off the multiple-choice list (for example, Inktip, Storypros,
Michael Hauge, Pilar Alessandra, and The Writer’s Store, among others).

Writers voted all of these, and others, back into the list of “Best Free Content
Websites.”  So in the two following pages, there are two lists – my original list of possible
“Best” sites with the votes writers gave them, and writers’ own nominations as “best” sites.

In this PDF, both sets of sites should be clickable, making them easy to visit.

Bill Donovan, researcher and author of this e-book  

Next Pages:
Bar Graph: Best Free Websites As Recommended by Screenwriters
List: Other Sites Receiving Screenwriter Votes



Best Free Websites for Screenwriters -- As Rated By Screenwriters

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

The Aspiring TV Writer and Screenwriter Blog, The 
http://aspiringtvwriter.blogspot.ca/ 

BAFTA on screenwriting http://www.bafta.org/access-
all-areas/screenwriting 

Creative Screenwriting online 
http://creativescreenwriting.com 

Dave Trottier Keepwriting Community 
http://www.keepwriting.com/tsc/community.htm 

Done Deal Pro Message Boards 
http://messageboard.donedealpro.com/boards/index.… 

Feedback Friday http://feedbackfriday.blogspot.com/ 

Gideon’s Screenwriting Tips 
http://gideonsway.wordpress.com/ 

Go Into The Story by Scott Myers 
http://gointothestory.blcklst.com/ 

Hollywood Scriptwriter 
http://www.hollywoodscriptwriter.com/ 

International Screenwriters Assn 
http://www.networkisa.org/ 

John August’s blog http://johnaugust.com/ 

Just Effing Entertain Me http://www.justeffing.com/ 

MovieBytes http://www.moviebytes.com/ 

Paul Hackett’s blog http://www.paulhackett.ca 

Screenplaycontests.com http://screenplaycontests.com/ 

Screenwriters Utopia 
http://www.screenwritersutopia.com/ 

Screenwriting Spark 
http://www.screenwritingspark.com/ 

Screenwriting Tips You Hack 
http://screenwritingtips.tumblr.com/ 

Script Magazine http://scriptmag.com 

Script Mentor, The  
http://thescriptmentor.wordpress.com/ 

Scriptshadow http://scriptshadow.blogspot.com/ 

Talentville http://www.talentville.com/index.php 

Wordplay http://www.wordplayer.com/ 
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More Free Content Sites Named as Favorites Or Best By Screenwriters
Name Website

A-List Screenwriting http://www.A-ListScreenwriting.com

American Zoetrope  http://www.zoetrope.com/

Bang2Write http://www.bang2write.com/ 

BBC Writersroom http://www.bbc.co.uk/writersroom/

By Ken Levine http://kenlevine.blogspot.co.uk

Cockeyed Caravan http://cockeyedcaravan.blogspot.co.uk

Danny Manus No Bullscript http://www.nobullscript.net/

Doug Richardson http://www.dougrichardson.com

Final Draft http://www.finaldraft.com

Good in a Room, Stephanie Palmer http://goodinaroom.com/

Gotham Writers' Group http://www.writingclasses.com/

Hollywoodscript.com -- craig and Judy Kellem http://www.hollywoodscript.com/

SellingYourScreenplay.com with Ashley Scott Myershttp://www.sellingyourscreenplay.com

The Blackboard at the Blacklist http://theblackboard.blcklst.com/

InkTip http://www.inktip.com

Kung Fu Monkey http://kfmonkey.blogspot.com/

LA Writers Lab http://www.lawriterslab.com/

Laurie Hutzler, Emotional Toolbox http://www.etbscreenwriting.com/

Marvin V Acuna - The Business Of Show Institutehttp://www.thebusinessofshowinstitute.com/

Michael Hauge's Story Mastery  http://www.storymastery.com/

Pilar Alessandra - On the Page http://www.onthepage.tv

Scott Myers, Go Into The Story http://gointothestory.blcklst.com/

Screenwriting Goldmine http://www.screenwritinggoldmine.com

Screenwriters University http://www.screenwritersuniversity.com/

Screenwriting U http://www.screenwritingu.com

Scripped.com http://www.scripped.com

Script Quack  http://www.scriptquack.com/

Scriptwriter's Network http://www.scriptwritersnetwork.com

Story Pros http://www.storypros.com

The Screenwriter As Storyteller -- Tom Schlesingerhttp://www.writingfilms.com

The ScriptLab http://thescriptlab.com

The Writers Store http://www.writersstore.com/

The Readers' Company http://thereaderscompany.com/

Twoadverbs http://www.twoadverbs.com/

Writer Of Screen http://Writerofscreen.tumblr.com

Writers Guild of America-West http://www.wga.org

William Martell Script Secrets http://www.scriptsecrets.net/
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Chapter 7:  About The Best Script Analysts And Consultants E-book,
How To Download It Now  For Only $6.95 – 36% Off 

Purchasers of this “Best Services E-book: Save $4 With This Coupon: 
SURVEY

Get in-depth reviews of screenplay analysts and consultants in the updated 2014
edition of my other e-book, The Best Movie and TV Script Analysts And Consultants As
Rated By Screenwriters. 

Here is what this 200+-page updated 2014 report  offers:

It identifies individual script analysts/consultants by name.   It tells how writers ranked
them, how much writers spent for their services, and includes these details–

! Reviews of 206 script analysts and consultants 
! Covers many highly-rated analysts and consultants you've never heard of;  
! Which consultants and analysts were top overall regardless of price 
! Which are the best rated at barebones (under $100) prices
! Which are the best rated at less than the median price ($299 or less)
! Which in-depth, high-end consultants are rated best by writers
! Which analysts and consultants were rated best for dramatic features, comedy 

features, horror, action, sitcom TV, and dramatic TV scripts
! Which analysts and consultants were rated best at helping with plot overall,

character development, openings, the second act, endings
! Which analysts and consultants were rated best at helping writers with markets,

marketability, and marketing strategy.  

As a licensee of this “Best Services” e-book, you can purchase the updated, 200-plus-
page report on script analysts and consultants (both the 2011 and 2014 data) for $4 off, only
$6.95.  To buy and instantly download the full analyst/ consultant report now, go to
http://screenwritingcommunity.net and click on the image for this report.  Use the coupon
code SURVEY to save $4.

Hiring The Right Script Consultant Vastly Improves Your Chances
Of Selling, Optioning, Landing An Agent, Getting Other Writing Work

         Among writers who had scripts reviewed by professionals, nearly 90% adopted the
analyst/consultant recommendations, and then  –

! 11% subsequently sold or optioned that script (at least 20 times the average)
 ! 10% got hired for other writing work 

! 30% won or placed in a contest with that same script
! 10% landed agents with that script. 

With more than 100,000 screenplays flooding the industry each year, those numbers
are a resounding endorsement of the value of script analysis/consulting – that is, if you
choose the right analyst or consultant for you.

So when you are ready to buy... Go to http://screenwritingcommunity.net and click on
the image for the consultant/analyst report.  Use the coupon code SURVEY to save $4 – pay
a mere $6.95 for this 200+-page, in-depth report.
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Other E-Books For Screewriters Available At 
http://Screenwritingcommunity.net  – 

The Best  Movie and TV Script Analysts And Consultants
 As Rated By Screenwriters 

(Just updated, 2014)

 Sell Your Screenplay
The Directory Of Producers, Agents, And Managers
Who Will Look at Your Unsolicited Query Or Script

(Currently being update– Publication expected in May, 2014)

About the Author: 

Bill Donovan has conducted more than100 professional surveys, ranging from
salary surveys to news surveys and customer satisfaction surveys, and has published
results in print news publications, print books, e-books, and websites.  His 2010 e-book,
The Best Script Analysts And Consultants As Rated By Screenwriters, a 200+-page
reference based on a detailed survey, remains the only authoritative study of who is
most helpful to screenwriters, prices charged, and the range of services offered.  More
than 3,500 copies are in circulation.  His 2011 e-book, Sell Your Screenplay: The
Directory of Producers, Agents, and Managers Who Will Look At Your Unsolicited
Query or Script, was the only such reference when it was published, and has more than
1,800 copies in circulation.  

Contact information: Bill Donovan, bill@screenwritingcommunity.net, 805-212-0652.

Company Contact Information:

This directory is licensed from the author and is offered as a service by:
ScreenwritingCommunity.net

PO Box 6240
Big Bear Lake CA 92315 

customer.service@screenwritingcommunity.net
(909) 440-9400 



Coming Soon: The Updated 2014 Edition Of 
Sell Your Screenplay

The Directory of Producers, Agents, and  Managers Who Will Read Your Unsolicited Query Or Script


